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BULLETIN 206.] OCTOBER. 1912.

Ontario Department of Agriculture.
ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

DAIRY SCHOOL BULLETIN
Part I.

Cheese Making and Butter Making.

INTRODUCTION.

The supply of Dairy School Bulletin, number 172, published in

toYake^' il
'^^'"''%^- \^'' ^"" '^''''Sht well to issie^wo bulfetiisto take Its place, one for the use of farmers, and the other of soecSmterest to cheese and butter makers. ^^ *'

Factorymen who are desirous of securing a copy of the bulletinpublished m the interests of the farmers may do so uin aDolLtSn Ithe Ontario Department of Agriculture. Toronto ^ ^PPl'^t'O" to

W hile the bulletin presented herewith is quite comolete rh«.#.<;e ^nA
butter makers will find additional information of vaTue n the annualreports of the Dairymen's Associations. These reports mlv be securedupon application to the Department. ^ secured

It is gratifying to note the hearty co-operation on the part of themakers and producers with the dairy instructors of the Province in thdJefforts to raise the standard of cheese, and establish uniform"? WhZmuch improvement has been made during the past few years in factor!conditions and methods of work, we mus? be Prepared to make st 11 fu?^ther advance, if we are to maintain the proud ^sition which Ontariocheese now holds m the British markets.
^ntano

THE ALKALINE SOLUTION
:
ITS PREPARATION AND USE.

By R. Harcourt, B.S.A., Professor of Chemistry.

Causes OF Acidity IN Milk. The deve pment of acid is caus*rf hvthe breaking down of milk sugar into lactic atid. through the ?nflf,in ^
certain acid-forming ferments in the milk. But' 1"^!weetS fm'^^^^



^lately after it is drawn from the udder, will have an acid reaction with

certain indicators. This acidity is not due to lactic acid nor any free acid

in the milk, but to the acid nature of the ash constituents, possibly also

to the carbonic acid gas it contains, and to the acid nature of the casein.

When phenolphthalein is used as an indicator, freshly drawn milk will

generally show as much as .10 per cent, of acid and immediately atter

exposure to the atmosphere, lactic acid germs commence breaking down

the milk sugar. At a temperature of 70^ to 90" F., these germs mul iply

at an enormous rate, consequently lactic acid will develop very rapidly m
milk during a warm or sultry day or night. Cooling retards the action,

but even at a temperature of 40° to 50° F. they will multiply and con-

siderable lactic acid will be formed. Milk intended for cheesemaking

should not contain more than .20 per cent, acid when delivered at the

factory; where as it does not usually smell or taste sour until it contains

10 to 35 per cent. A further development of acid will -ause the milk

to curdle, or, in other words, will produce coagulation of the casein.

There is, however, a limit to the development of acid ;
for. after a. certain

point the germs which break down the milk sugar are destroyed by the

acid they produce, and there is no further increase in acidity.

In many ways a knowledge of the acid contents of milk or its pro-

ducts is of value. In most cases, a determination of the percentage of

acid in the milk when delivered at the factory will indicate the care the

milk has received previous to that time. The acid test may be of value

in selecting milk best adapted for pasteurization, or for retail trade, or

manufacture of high-grade products. At the present time, however, the

chief uses made of the alkaline solution in dairy work are to determine

the acid in crnm intended for churning, and the acid in milk and whey

in the various steps in the process of the manufacture of cheese. Both

in ripening cream and in cheesemaking, acid is developed, and the alkaline

solution is now frequently used to measure the amount of acid present

and thus control the work.
,

How TO Measure the Acidity. The measurement of the amount ot

acid or alkali in a solution depends upon the fact that it always takes a

definite quantity of alkali to neutralize a definite quantity of acid. Thus,

for instance it always takes a definite quantity of caustic soda to neutral-

ize a definite quantity of lactic acid, sulphuric acid, or any other acid. II,

then, we know the strength of a given caustic soda solution and measure

the kmount of it used to render a definite amount of mi.k or cream

neither acid nor alkaline, but neutral we can figure the amoun; of acid in

the sample taken. To make such a determination we require the tol-

'^^'ist. A standard solution of caustic soda, usually made of the

strength known as .111 normal.
. . j ^ ^u n -^j:

aid An indicator—some chemical which, added to the milk, indi-

cates by' change of color when enough of the alkaline solution has been

added to render the milk neutral. Phenolphthalein is the one most com-



"Tfcu"",*^ '?' **"" P"T»»«- It » made b\ solving lo grams of pbe-
nolphthalein in 300 c.c. of 80 per cent, alcohol.

'^ "^
m-a«,« »K

***** K^duated to i-io of a cubic centimeter, in which tomeasure the amount of the solution -.sed.
4th- A pipette, to measure the milk or cream.

«„itoKU**^
***" °[ porcelain cup, and a stirring rod. A complete outfit

c«i J^""
*^* '"fofmation of those who want to make their own alkaline

fnE"""/ !1^*^ *"** ^° ""^^^ ^^^ '*'"«"8th of a solution on hand, thetollowmg directions are given

:

Preparation OF Solutions. The caustic soda solution may be pre-
pared by a druggist or one who has a delicate balance at hand by care-

i^r^^v!^?^ °"*
^-f ^J^' °^ P"''*' »°dium hydroxide and dissolving

in one htre( 1.000 c.c.) of water. But impurities in the sodium hydroxide
and lack of delicate enough balance make this method unreliable.

_

Ihc most accurate way of preparing this solution is by standardizing
It against an acid diluted to the same strength as the alkaline solution
wanted As it requires an experienced chemist to prepare this acid of the
strength required, it is important that it be got from a reliable source.

Having on hand, then, a .111 normal solution of acid, the object is
to make a solution of the alkali, i c.c. of which will exactly neutralize

)M*>^?;^•* '^,. ^^^ *^'^ purpose, dissolve 5 grams sodium hydroxide(NaOH) in one litre of water. If the soda contains much carbonate, it
must oe ranovcd by adding a little of a solution of barium hydroxide
boiling, and filtering off the precipitated carbonates. The relative strength
Of the acid and alkali solution is next determined. This is done as fol-
lows:

Rinse out a clean burette two or three times with the acid solution,
and then fill it with the same. Note the exact point at which the surface
of the hquid stands in the burette; measure out 10 c.c. of the alkaline

- '»nd dehver into a clean beaker, glass or porcelain cup. Dilute
' : so c.c. of water, add three or four drops of the phenolph-

a
.

idicator, and then stirring all the time, let the acid from the
..op slowly into the alkaline solution, until the color first pro-a-,.oy the indicator is just destroyed. This is the neutral point. Now

again note the exact point at which the surface of the liquid stands in
the burette. The diflference between the two readings is the amount of
acid required to neutralize the 10 c.c. of alkali. If care be taken in com-
ing to the neutral point slowly, it will be seen that one drop finally de-
stroys the last of the light pink color. This work should be repeated until
accuracy is assured. The following is an example of results

:

1st. 10 c.c of alkali required 11.5 c.c. of acid for neutralization.
2nd. 10 C.C. of alkali required 11.45 cc. of add for neutralization.
3rd. 10 C.C. of alkali required 11.5 c.c. of acid for neutralization.



In thU ca»e, we would accept lo to 11.5 ai the relative strength of

the two aolutions. The alkali is, therefore, the stronger, and must be

diluted. If 1.5 C.C. of water be added to 10 c.c. of the alkah solution,

I C.C. of the alkali ought to exactly neutralize 1 c.c. of the acid. There-

fore, for every 10 c.c. of the alkali solution add 1.5 c.c. of water.

Measure out the amount of the solution and pour into a clean dry bottle.

Calculate the amount of water required to dilute the alkali to the proper

strength, and add it to the contents of the bottle. Mix well, and test

correctness of work by proving that 10 c.c. of the one solut.. •; will

exactly neutralize 10 c.c. of the other. If it does this, the soluUoti is

correct. ^ ^ , • ^» /

Testing thk Acidity of Milk or CrBam. By means of a pipette (a

10 c.c. is a convenient size) measure out a definite quantity of the milk

or cream to be tested and deliver into a beaker or cup. If distilled oi

rain water is handy rinse out a pipette once, and add the rinsings to the

sample. Dilute with 50 c.c. of water, and add three or four drops of

the indicator. Now, having the alkaline solution in ihe burette, care-

fully note the point at which the surface of the liquid stands in the

burette and then cautiously let it drop into the cream or milk being tested.

Keep the sample well stirred while adding the alkali. The acid in the

sample will gradually be nei'»ralizcd by the alkali addtd until at last a

uniform pink color appears, which will slowly fade away. The most

delicate point is the first change to the uniform pink color, which the

sample shows when the acid contained therein has been just neutralized.

Because of the influence of carbonic acid of the atmosphere the pink color

is not permanent unless a slight excess of alkali solution has been added.

The operator should not, therefore, be led to believe by the disappear-

ance of the color after a short time, that the neutral point has not been

reached. Having decided on the neutral point, again read the burette

at the surface of the liquid, and the difference between this reading and

the first is the amount of alkali solution used to neutralize the acid in

the sample taken.
.

The calculation of the per cent, of acid is simple. The alkaline so.,

tion used is of such a strength that when a 10 c.c. pipette is used, the

number of cubic centimeters of alkaline solution required to neutralize the

acid in the milk or cream has simply to be multiplied by o.i. Thus, if

5.6 cubic centimeters of the alkali be used then 5.6 X 0.1 = .56 per cent.

To insure accuracy the utmost care and cleanliness must be observed

in every detail of the work. All water used with the milk or cream or in

making the alkaline solution should be either distilled or pure ram water.

The burette and pipette, after being washed, must be rinsed out two or

three times with the solution they are intended to measure.

The knowledge the operator may gain from such tests will not only

make it possible for him to turn out more uniform products, but it will

also enable him to act with confidence and more intelligently to pursue

the work he may have on hand.

fi

-i.
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MILK AND CREAM TESTING.

G. RicKwooo.

The wrcenu«??f'^^•'!!-^''^ '" ^""^"^ '° »'^"*»'" ''' commercia' value,

butter TnttfI i *'"* *'?"*; ^'•"^'^ " "sed for the manufacture of

i' S- ..*' '!:!"'.'" " '""P^'ature of 60° to 70° F
'

allo„1„,'^r,*'^„'lt:;'^f''if>f""> i- f,™,™ o-e V.SS., ,0 another.

acidia^^^SrltSrS'ot&o to%S?*?'J7.S
c.c. of commercial sulphuric

causing sever. taraSg^' ' ""' "">' "^ "''•""'" '"'» *' "-outh.

Do n'ot'SLie'i^ir^ft.tt^'efc.rsr """ -^"^ •^'^



6. Place the bottles in the machine, making iure they »'« Pfop*','?'

Ulanced. and whirl at full tpeed for five mmutes. The speed is mdi-

cated on the machine. Do not exceed ihe speed so marked.

7. Add hot water at a temperature of 140' to i6o» F. to float the

fat into the rc:k of the bottle.

8 Whirl again for two minutes.

a Remove the bottles from the tester and set in a water teth, which

reaches to the top of the fat, at a temperature of about 140 F. for a

few minutes before taking the readmg.

TbCORY Of THK BaBCOCK TMT.

A 17.6 C.C. pipette will deliver, practically, 17.5 c-c- 0/ m''^*-

1.032)
17.5 c.c. at an average specific gravity of 1.03a = (17.5 X

=1806 grams.
. . , » *

18 erams is the weight of the milk required for a test.

The volume of the neck of the milk test bottle between lero and 10

2 c.c. of melted fat, at a specific gravity of .9 - (aX.9)=»i.8 grams.

The relation of 1.8 is to 18, as i is to 10, or 10 per cent, of the

original volume of the milk. This is why that weigfht or volume of milk

is Uken and why the neck of the bottle is divided into 10 equal parts.

Notes.

1. Always make sure that the bottles and pipettes are clean before

2. Be careful to get the exact measurement of milk for the test.

3 If the milk is covered with thick cream, or is partially churned,

it may be prepared for sampling by heating, then pouring from one vessel

to another Heating to ioo» to no" F. is sufficient for this. When it is

thorouriily mixed, take the sample as quickly as possible and cool to

about 60° F. before adding the acid.
.

, ^ , j ,• j ^.
4 If the sample is frozen, warm both the frozen and liquid parts

and mix thoroughly. Never test a sample immediately after being drawn

from the cow. Allow to stand at least one hour.

5 If the milk is sour or thickened, it is necessary to add ati alkali

to dissolve the casein. A small amount of strong ammonia or concen-

trated lye will answer, stirr'.ug and mixing it well until the sample has

become liquid again.
. tx •* • * ^

6 The quantity of acid must vary with its stren^. If it is too

strong use less, if too weak use more, but if the acid is very much too

weak or too strong, it should not be used. Weak acid is preferred to

strong acid Carboys or bottles containing acid should be stoppered with

glass or earthenware stoppers, as the acid is very corrosive and will burn

or eat stoppers made of organic material or metals.

II \



7. Avoid poaring the acid directly on the milk. After the uid ii
•n the bottle tfiere .hculd be two di.tfnct layer^-m Ik cm toHnd Ldunderneath, with no charred material in between. Eto not altew |t tJremam long in thia condition. " ***

8. The water added to the test bottlea should be soft or distilled IIhard water is used the addition of abcut 8 or lo cubic rMtlmSl^S" ...i
^uric acid to the gallon will soften it.%h?s'will'ptvrS?bove ull"

• »?• ? i'
•?^»*^l«J° "•«.* P*'"- of dividers or compasses for measur-ng the ;»t column. The points should be placed at the up^Jer aJ towerlimits of the column to get the length, n/then place oni^pjint at «roand the position of the other point will show the percentage of fat nX

3i!. ^V^^'^,,-
'^he accompanying illustration will show the correctmethod of reading milk tests when the fat I at i,o» to ,^oo v P°''Sat 130' to 140° F. Correct

method of reading milk tests when the fat
reading A to B, not to C or D.

10. Burnt or cloudy readings :iia • be cause-! by:
(a) Havmg the tonperaturt ui' the milk or acid too high.

(r^ VSIf^-^"* ^'^l'^^"
too strong, or using too much acid.

(d\ A.^"^'"^ !!:"*
to drop directly on and through the milk.

(rf) Allowing the milk and acid to stand too long before mixine

caused by':^
°' ""''^ '"^'"^^ °'" ^°**'"^ P'^'^'^'*^ ^^ curd arTSlly

(a) Temperature of milk or acid too low.
(b) Using too weak an acid or not enough acid

acid ihoroughlj"
'"''''"*^' °' •"'"^"•^"^ '^''^'^ *° ""^^^ the milk and



8

12 The accuracy of the test bottles and pipettes used in Canada is

provided for in an Act of the Dominion Parliament »a«'w'\ «/*»«
^.'l!

Test Act, which requires that all bottles and pipettes shall be tested for

accuracy of graduation by the Standards Branch. Department of Inland

Revenue at Ottawa, and that each bottle and pipette shall be marked at

the tSle of testing with the letters G.R. (or first letter of reigning

Sovereign) inside the Crown, thus: 1 G.R. 1. ._ j^
13 Carefulness and exactness are absolutely essential in every de-

tail if accurate results are to be obtained in milk testing.

14 Sulphuric acid weighs about i8 lbs. to the gallon and costs zMj

to.4 cents per lb. A gallon will make 250 to 260 tests.

Composite Samples.

A composite sample is a sample composed of a number of smaller

samples taken from the same source at diflferent times and kept by use

of preservatives, the object being to obtain an average test of the number

of smaller samples without the labor and expenses involved in the testing

of each lot separately. This method is used by cheese factories and

creameries, and by Cow Testing Associations. In creameries and

cheese factories a small sample is taken from each daily delivery of each

patron and kept in bottles, one for each patron. Several kinds of pre-

servatives are used, the most common being a mixture of seven parts of

Potassium Bichromate to one part of Mercuric Bichloride (Corrosive

Sublimate). Potassium Bichromate may be used alone if the samples

are not to be kept longer than two weeks, enough being added to give the

milk a lemon yellow color. If the mixture is used, it will require as much

as will lie on a ten cent piece to preserve a pint for one month. Corrosive

sublimate may be used, but it is rather dangerous, as it does not give any

color to indicate that the milk contains poison. Formalin is sometimes

used, about 20 drops (i c.c.) per pint of milk, but it also is colorless.

T'ablets are now being prepared and sold by the Dairy Supply Houses,

which may be used with excellent results. The amount of preservative

used will depend to a certain extent upon the condition and size of the

sample and the length of time over which the testing period extends, anci

also the manner in which it is treated. At the end of the period the

mixture of samples may be tested with the Babcock Test, and if the work

of sampling has been done properly the test should be an average per-

centage of the fat in the different lots of milk.

Notes on Composite Sampling and Testing.

I. Pint or half pint milk bottles stoppered with cork or rubber

stoppers answer fairly well for composite sample containers, although

bottles fitted with glass stoppers are preferable, as they are not so likely

to carry mould spores into the milk



2. The bottles should be kept tightly stoppered to prevent evaoora-tion of the moisture, which will causl the test to be too high ^
out o'f- d^SrsunliS^V"

"" '°' '' ''^P'"^ '''' "^"'^^ '" * ^°°^ P^»« «»<»

*j«»„tv
" absolutely necessary that each bottle should have a dis-tinguishing mark—either name or number. Stove pipe, or bicycle enamel

S?^li
to write the name or number on a gummed label, stick it on

m!„ K '
*"i,

''°^* '• ?'''''' *^° °'" *^''«« *•'"" w'th shellac, or the glass

wfth a leTdfendf
* ^^etstone or file, and the number writtel on

«,o L^'^"*^*P''^'^.'7**iy*'"**'*'^"^«^^o'"eanymilkisputin. It

S {J^t"^^' a"^? ^"^^ * ''"^*
"""J^

'^**^'' '^ *^«= «^P'e shows indicationof spoiling. Avoid using too much preservative as it hardens the casein

llrredi^Zt^ " ^'""'"'^ *° '''' '"^ °'*^"^''"^^ ^^"^'"^ ^ ^"rntT

hoc L*^*"^ ^^J'? ^°u
*^ .composite jar should be taken after the milkhas been poured m the weigh can. An ounce or half ounce dippeT soften used for this purpose. A sampling tube, or milk " thief » is also

very satisfactory. It is very difficult to accurately sample froien nSlkand patrons should be warned against sending milk in that conditio^
7. Each time a fresh sample is added, the jar should be eiven agentle rotary motion to mix the cream and the fresh milk with the oartcontaining the preservative. Avoid shaking the jar violently as that hasa tendency to chum the contents.

^' '^^^

fn Tin"'^^
PJ-eP^e composite samples for testing, heat the sample to ios»

:?H f .u ^P'f*""? '" "^i""" ^^*«'"' *o loosen the fat adhering to thesides of the bottle, then mix thoroughly by pouring Take the sSnni!

'^fi^ '"tP'^'^l '"
'^'J^''

^"'^- Set'the^e^ bottle in water at S^^Jcool the milk before adding the acid. Strict attention paid to th s^imof coohng will usually prevent burnt readings. Sulphuric acid aoSto act more strongly on samples containing preservatives thereforeTis
advisable to use slightly less acid. If difficuhy is expen^^ced w th W"readmgs caused by an excessive amount of preseA.ative, it is recom-mended to add the hot water at two different times, filling to the bottomof the neck o the bottle and whirling one minute and then filling to a£the 8 per cent, mark and whirling again for another minute

fi A ?u ..^ the correct average test of the milk from a herd of cowsfind the total pounds of fat and total pounds of milk, multiply tLpouiTds

n % ^\°"«^^""dred and divide by the pounds of milk. There ifoftehconsiderable difJerence between the correct average test found in this wavand the test obtained by adc«ng the different tests together an3 divid'Sby the number of cows tested.
".umg
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Example :

10

Correct Average Test.

Cow No. 1-340 lbs. millc. testing 4.3 per cent. = 14,82 Ita. fat.

•• " 2—4fiO " " « 4 " = 18.40

.< .. aZroo 3 " = 22.80 " "

.. « JZ^ 3.6 •• = 21.70 " '•

Total....2180 lbs. milk 77.52 lbs. fat.

If 2180 lbs. milk contain 77.53 lbs. fat,

then 100 lbs. milk (per cent. = 100) ^^^-- = 3-66 Per cent.

Incorrect Average Test.

14.8

4.3J+:4 + 3 + 3.5 = 14.8, divided by number of cows = -j-= 3.7 per cent

Cream Testing.

The percentage of fat in cream can be obtained as easily and as

accurately by the Babcock Test as the percentage of fat in milk, and this

is one reason why the Oil Test is being replaced by the Babcock Test m
cream gathering creameries.

Cream test bottles with specially graduated necks to contam 30, 40,

or 50 per cent, of the quantity taken are used.

The same weight of cream as of milk is necessary, namely, 18 grams,

but since cream has less specific gravity, or is lighter, than milk, due to

the larger proportion of fat, it is necessary to use more than 17.6 cubic

centimetres. Sweet cream testing 25 per cent, fat has a specific gravity

similar to that of water, so that if an 18 c.c. pipette is used, and the

pipette is rinsed with a small quantity of water, the weight of the cream

will be nearly 18 grams. Very rich cream, ripe, or gassy cream, or fresh

cream from the separator, cannot be measured with an 18 c.c. pipette and

have 18 grams in weight. It is therefore necessary to weigh such cream

to get accurate samples. Several satisfactory cream scales are on the

market. The Torsion, Fairbanks, and Philadelphia are classed among

those giving satisfaction.

No definite amount of sulphuric acid can be given for testing cream,

as some samples seem to require more than others in order to get satis-

factory results, but as a rule less than 17.5 c.c. are required. A good

guide is to notice the color of the mixture of cream and acid. It should

be a dark chocolate color, but not black.

In milk testing the bottles are whirled for 5 minutes before adding

the water, but in cream testing this is not practised, as it usually results

in cloudy readings.

The usual method is to add hot water immediately after mixing the

cream and acid and whirl for five minutes ; or better still add the water

at two different times, filling up to the neck of the bottle and whirling

^1
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4 minutes, and then filling nearly to the top and whirling again for a
minutes. The fat column should be a bright, golden color.

Cream tests should be read at a temperature of 130° to 140* F., and
the fat measured to the bottom of the meniscus or curve at the top of the
column. Errors due to expansion of fat amount to from one-half to
one per cent., if the reading is taken immediately after whirling in a
steam tester.

The accompanying illustration shows the correct methods of reading
a cream test in a 6-inch gram bottle. Correct reading A to C, not to B
or D.

Composite samples of cream are made and cared for similar to those
of whole milk, but the sample for the composite bottle needs to be taken
with greater care and accuracy

The variation in the percentage of fat and the variation of the
pounds of cream cause a wide range in the commercial value, therefore
it is necessary to take a proportionate, or aliquot, sample as well as a
representative sample.

This is done very easily where the cream comes to the creamery in
individual cans, by using a sampling tube, or a graduated pipette, and
taking one cubic centimetre for every pound of cream delivered. Where
the haulers take the sample at the time of collecting the cream, it is rather
difficult to carry out this principle, and some buttermakers relieve the
hauler entirely of this responsibility, and only ask that they take a repre-
sentative sample, the buttermaker taking the proportionate sample from
this when it arrives at the creamery.
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The following tests show a comparison of weighed and measured

tests from monthly composite samples:

Measured. Weighed.

17.5 p.c. fat.

18.5 " •'

22 •'
"

28 '•
'•

29.5 " "

18 p.c. fat.

19 " •'

22.5 " "

29 " "

.S0.5 " "

Measured. Weighed.

33.5 p.c. fat.

34 " '•

37 " "

36.5 •' "

41 " "

34 p.c. fat.

35 •'
•'

38 •' "

37.5 •* "

42.5 •• "

The Oil Test.

This me^ns of ascertaining the butter value of cream is still employed

in a few sections. It is simply a churning process.

The cream collector is supplied with a pail 12 mches in diameter m

which the depth of the cream supplied by the patrons should be carefully

measured. After thoroughly mixing the cream the collector should take

a representative sample, filling the test tubes carefully to the mark, which

should be five inches from the bottom.

To Make an Oil Test. Upon arrival at the creamery, set the

samples in a warm place, as over the boiler, and leave over night to ripen

thoroughly. They will not chum properly unless well ripened.

The next morning, place the samples in water at a temperature of

about 90° F., and as soon as the cream will flow freely from one end ot

the tube to the other, place in the oil test chum and begin churning.

Should the cream at any time cool and thicken, place the samples m warm

water to liquefy the cream again. Continue churning until there is

evidence of a clear separation of the fat, then place the samples in hot

water, at a temperature of from 160° to 170°, for from fifteen to twenty

minutes.
^ , „ j

If the separation be complete, the fat will be clear and yellow, and

there will be three distinct columns with sharp lines of division between

them, viz., a column of clear fat on top, one of whey next, and one of

curdy matter at the bottom. If there be not a clear separation, cool to

about 90 degrees, churn again and proceed as before.

To Take a Reading. There is a chart prepared for the purpose.

Place the bottle in an upright position on the "base Wne "of the chart,

move it along until, when looking by the right side of the bottle, the

top of the column of fat comes even with the uppermost slanting line

on the chart. Next, still looking to the right side of the bottle, observe

the line to which the bottom of the fat comes; the number on this line

gives the reading.
,

A small rule made specially for this purpose is more convemont than

a chart This, however, will give a correct reading only when the test-

tubes have been filled precisely to the mark. The chart consists of a

1

ill
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sliding scale, and gives the proportion of oil regardless of the depth of
cream taken or the diameter of the test-tubes.

Sometimes the fat, though clear, is somewhat open. In such cases,
or when the fat is not clear, allow the samples to become cold, and then
place m water at a temperature of about 120 degrees F. before taking a
reading. About 120 degrees F. is a very suitable temperature at which
to take readings.

Meaning of the Reading. Cream that gives a reading of 100 in the
oil test will make one pound of butter for every inch of such cream in a
cream pail 12 inches in diameter; cream testing 120 will mak^* 1.2
pounds of butter per inch. To find the pounds of butter, multiply the
number of inches by the reading and divide by 100.

Theory of the Test. A standard or creamery inch is one inch of
cream (m a 12 inch pail) testing 100.

One inch, therefore, contains 113 cubic inches. One pound of butter
contains about 25 cubic inches of butter oil, which is 22 per cent of mTherefore, any cream which will yield 22 per cent, of its volume iii
butter oil will yield one pound of butter per inch. Tubes filled to the
depth of five inches with cream which gives i.i inches of butter oil will
yield one pound per inch, as i.i is 22 per cent, of 5.A reading of 100 by the oil test would, therefore, theoretically be
equal to 22 per cent, of fat.

Disadvantages of the Oil Test.

1. It places a premium on sour cream by measuring in the pail be-
cause the sour cream occupies greater bulk than sweet cream.

2. More time, labor and expense is involved by churriine everr
sample at each delivery,

s j

3- The difference in churnability of the various samples makes it
difficult to get good results.

4. The chart is graduated to read in tens, so that the test of the
cream must be read in tens, although the correct reading may be between.

5. The amount of cream is measured, while in the Babcock test itmay be accurately weighed.
6. It is very difficult to have the number of pounds of butter shown

by the chart and the chum results agree.

Skim-Milk, Buttermilk or Whey.

As the percentage of fat in skim-milk, buttermilk and whey is usual
very small, the best method of testing these is by the use of the double"-
neck test bottle. There are several diflFerent kinds of double-neck bottlesm use but those having the two necks joined together, and extendine
perpendicularly from the centre of the bottle, seem to give best resulte
as they are much strongef and less liable to give burnt readings
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The latest form of double-necked bottles arc graduated to read in

hundredths of one per cent, up to twenty-five hundredths and the mMU-

facturers claim that it is not necessary to add anything to the readmg.

The difficulty that was often encountered by having the contents foam

and bubble over has been largely overcome by having a vent put in the

tube in the bulb of the bottle. This also aids in emptying.

17.6 C.C. of skim-milk, buttermilk, or whey are taken into a test

bottle and the test is completed in the usual way. Very fine rea mgs

an be taken, as a small amount of fat can be made to extend over a long^ in the small neck. Considerable difference of opmwn^is^

SSgst authorities on milk testing with regard to the correct meth^

of reading the double-neck bottle; but chemical analyses indicate that

Ae addition of 0.5 to the Babcock reading would give the most accurate

^**"The fat column in the small neck can be raised or lowered slightly

to assist in getting accurate readings by pressing the finger gently on the

too of either neck.
. * -j :^ *_o*:^»

It is recommended to use a little more than 17.5 c.c. of acid in testing

skim-milk: also to turn the tester a few revolutions faster per minute,

and whirl for a longer time. Whey does not contain such a large per-

SntS of solids as milk, and usually about 10 c.c. of acid are sufficient

to cause a clean separation of fat.
.,, 1. ^^

The whole-milk bottle is not suitable for testing skim-milk, butter-

milk or whey, as it is ahnost impossible to make an accurate reading ot

Sa small ^ount of fat when it is extended oyer a broad surface

However, the milk test bottle might be used to indicate whether or not

much fat is being lost.

Testing Cheese for Fat.

1. Obtain a representative sample by cutting a slice from the out-

side to the centre of the cheese, or by taking plugs from different parts.

2. Cut the sample as finely as possible and weigh 2 grams or 5 grams

into a milk-test bottle, or 9 grams into a cream bottle.

3. Add sufficient warm water at a temperature of 120 degrees t., to

make about 18 grams in the bottle.
., , v j

4. Keep the sample warm and mix occasionally, until the cheese and

water form an emul-ion. .

5. Measure 17.5 c.c. of acid. Add a little at a time and continue

mixing until the curd is all dissolved.
• ^a t^r

6 Sometimes, slightly more than 17.5 cc. of aad are required for

a test. Sufficient has been used when the mixture turns a dark chocolate

^°°%
The hot water may be added before whirling in the tester.

8 To find the per cent, fat multiply the reading by 18 and divide

by the number of grams used. For example : 5 grams give a reading ot

8.5, the percentage of fat in the cheese =--5^- = 30-6.
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Babcock Test foe BirmtR.

1. Secure a representative sample of butter and place the vesiel con-
taining the butter in a tub of water at loo" F., and stir until the butter
becomes a thin paste.

a. Weigh 4.5 grams or 9 grams into a cream bottle.

3. Add enough water at 70" F. to make 18 grams.
4- Add 17.5 Sulphuric Acid and mix thoroughly.
5. Continue the test the same as a test for cream.
6. Per cent, of fat = Reading X 18.

No. of grams used.
Example. 4.5 grams butter taken.

Reading = 22.

. Per cent, f31=22X18^4.5=88 per cent. fat.

Thb Lactometer and the Detection of Adulterations in Milk.

The lactometer is a special form of hydrometer used to determine the
specific gravity (sp. gr.) of milk. The term specific gravity means the
weight of a certam volume of any liquid or solid substance compared
with the weight of the same volume of pure water at 4* C.

There are different kinds of lactometers, but the Quevenne is the
most suitable for milk-testing. By means of it we can determine rapidly
the relative weights of milk and water.

•T^t
Q"?venne lactometer is standardized at a temperature of 6o'

F.; If the milk to be tested varies from this, corrections may be made
according to the following rule: For each degree in temperature above
00, add .1 (py) to the lactometer reading, and for each degree below 60,
subtract .1 (^V) from the lactometer reading. This rule is practically
correct, if the temperature is kept within a range of from 50° to 70" F.
It can be readily recalled when we remember that the density of milk
increases with a reduction of temperature and decreases with a rise in
temperature. The scale on the lactometer is graduated from 15 to 40,
and indicates a specific gravity of from 1.015 to 1.040.

Note. The correct lactometer reading (or L.R. at 60° F.) + 1,000
-^ 1,000 indicates the specific gravity.

The lactometer reading of whole milk usually ranges from 29 to 34although It may fall as low as 27, or go as high as 35. The lactometer
reading of skim-milk varies from 33 to 38. The reading should be taken
soon after placing the instrument in the milk; if cream be allowed to rise
on the mtlk, the reading will be too high, and the bulb of the lactometer
will be floating m partially skimmed milk. Milk should be cooled and
al owed to stand some time (one to three hours) after being milked before
taking the lactometer reading. Otherwise the readings will be too low
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The composition of milk is about as follows

:

pvt 3.8 per cent

Albamen -J
" I 8.9 not

5rr.:;::::::::::;::::::::::::;:::;:::
':? - I <.t

Water • 87.5 "

100.00

It is the solids not fat in milk that cause its specific gravity to exceed

that of water, and consequently its lactometer reading to be greater, as

the percentage of solids not fat increase.
. , , , , .• *

A number of different rules have been prepared for the calculation of

milk solids when the lactometer reading and the percentage of fat are

known. Of these, the following has been quite generally adopted. 1 o

find the per cent, of solids not fat in a sample of milk, add two-tenths

of the per cent, of fat to one-quarter of the lactometer readmg: and to

find the per cent, of total solids add one and two-tenth times the per

cent, of fat to one-quarter of the lactometer reading.

The following rule also is sufficiently accurate for practical pur-

poses and has simplicity to recommend it. To determine the per cent.

solids not fat, add the lactometer reading at 6o degrees and the pei^ cent.

of fat together and divide by four (4). Example: L. R. - 32,

Fat 4%^ = 9*^« S.N.F.

Adulterations.

By the use of the Babcock test in conjunction with the lactometer,

we are enabled to determine both the nature and the extent of an adul-

teration.

The percentage of fat in milk varies and can also be influenced by

skimming, therefore the lactometer alone is of little use in determining

adulterations. The solids-not-fat are fairly constant, and thus afford a

means of detecting adulterations.

Watered Milk. To find the per cent, of pure milk in a watered

sample, multiply the per cent. S.N.F. in it by 100 and divide by the per

cent. S.N.F. in the pure milk. This subtracted from 100 will give the

per cent, of extraneous water in the watered sample. To take an

example:
, , mi • ^ K..f

The per cent, of solids-not-fat in a sample of pure milk is 9; ^ut

after being watered the per cent, of solids-not-fat in the watered sample

is 7.2. Find the per cent, of pure milk in the watered sample.

Per cent, of pure milk in watered sample, -^-g— = 80 per cent.

Per cent, of extraneous water = 100 — 80 = 20 per cent.
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Note. When a sample of pure milk cannot be obtained, use 8.5 in
the early part of the season, and 9 in the latter part, for the per cent.
S.N.F. in pure milk.

The per cent, of wattr added to the pure milk may be estimated as
follows

:
The per cent. S.N.F. in a pure sample, multiplied by 100, divided

by the per cent. S.N.F. in the watered sample, less 100. The above may
V 7.1 ^—*°° equals 25 per cent, water added, or

be worked out as follows:
To 80 lbs. pure milk, 20 lbs. water were added, then to

I lb. pure milk, |& lbs. water were added.
To 100 lbs. pure milk, fj " i^ lbs. water were added,

equals 25 lbs. water added to 100 lbs. milk, or 25 per cent.

Nonts.

1. Have the temperature of the milk uniform throughout, and as
near 60" F. as possible when taking the lactometer reading.

2. Always mix the milk well before taking a lactometer readmg.
3. Do not have milk on the upper part of the stem of the lactometer

when reading, as this weighs the lactometer down and causes the reading
to be too low.

4. Have the lactometer free from the side of the vessel, and perfectly
still when taking a reading.

5. A high lactometer reading accompanied by a low per cent, of fat
indicates skimming, e.g., L. equals 34, F. equals 2.4.

6. A low lactometer reading accompanied by a low per cent, of fat
is indicative of watering, e.g., L. equals 22, F. equals 2.4.

7. A normal lactometer reading with a very low per cent, of fat in-
dicates both watering and skimming. Also, if the lactometer reading of
a sample of milk be low, yet not so low accordingly as the per cent, of
fat, this is indicative of both watering and skimming. Both of the fol-
lowing indicate watering and skimming; L. equals 31, F. equals 2; L.
equals 26. F. equals 1.8.

The Hart Casein Tester.

This is a simple test for determining the casein content of milk.
The test has been introduced by Dr. E. B. Hart, of the Wisconsin Ex-
periment Station, and its development and use is likely to prove of con-
siderable value to the cheese branch of the dairy industry. No more
ahility or skill is required to make a casein test than is necessary in mak-
ing a Babcock test for fat, and the test can be completed in a few
minutes.

The principles involved in this method as outlined by Dr. Hart are:
I. The construction of a special bottle with a graduated scale

whereby the percentage of casein can be read when a definite volum" of
milk is used for a test.
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a. The precipitation of the casein by dilute acetic acid.

3. The agiution of the predpiute with chloroform to difiolve the

4. The application of a definite centrifugal force in order to mas*

the casein into a pellet

5. Reading the per cent, of casein.

The details connected with the determination of casern are bnefly

as follows:

1. Measure a c.c. of chloroform into the test bottle.

2. Add to this io c.c. of a .25 per cent, solution of acetic aad at 9

tempen»*are of 70 degrees F.
. * „

3 Measure accurately 5 c.c. of sweet milk at a temperature of 70

4. PUce the thumb over the opening of the bottle, turn the Iwttle

over by rotating the hand and shake the contents vigorously for fifteen

to twenty seconds. , , . « • .

5. Place the tests in the centrifuge and whirl for 7%. to 8 mmutes

at a speed of 2,000 revolutions per minute for a 15 inch diameter

machine.
, , . . . h

6. After whirling, allow the tests to remam for ten minutes to Rllow

the pellets to relax slightly, before taking the readings.

Notes on the Casein Test.

1. Use only the best quality of chloroform.

2. See that the temperature of the milk and acid is as nearly 70

degrees F. as possible. ... » •

3. Use a watch to take the time in shaking the test and do not mix

more than
'

") seconds. , . . • ti

4. Make sure that the speed of the tester is correct. It is advisable

to use metronome for this purpose when the whirling is done by hand

power.
, ,

5. Curdled samples of milk cannot be tested for casein.

6. Composite samples preserved with bichromate of potash for from

three to four days can be tested more or less satisfactorily, but samples

containing other preservative and those with bichromate of potash which

are kept for a longer time, do not appear to give reliable resu' s. There-

fore, the test will need to be improved in this particular before it will

be suitable for factory conditions.

7. A comparison of the results of the Casein Test with those of

ch<^ical analysis, conducted at the Ontario Agricultural College dunng

tY ,mmer of 1908, shows the casein test to be quite accurate. The

av: ..^e percentage of fat in 22 samples of sweet milk was 3.72. The

average percentage of casein in these samples as determined by the Hart

method was 2.395, and by a chemical analysis 2.415—3 difference of only

.02 per cent.

ii^
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BOILERS, ENGINES, STEAM-FITTING.

GEO. TRAVIS.

Of all the apparatus necetsarv for tht manufacturing of cheese and
butter, the steam boiler seems to be the most essential. From it we get
steam power for o|>eratin{f the other machinery, and steam for r^ulating
the temperature of the milk and cream, and for other heating purposes
as well; hence the selection, setting and care of the boiler, coupled with
the construction of the ar***- and chimney so as to get the best results
from the economic viewpoii.4, are matters of great import nee to cheese
and butter manufacturers.

SCUCTJNG A BOIUU.

When selecting a boiler, get one of sufficient capacity to furnish all

the steam required without forcing the fire under it. A boiler cannot
be forced beyond its capacity without injuring it. There would also «.

a waste of time and fuel forcing a steam boiler.

SsTTiNG Boiler.

In setting a boiler a good substantial foundation for the arch or
furnace should be provided. The arch is really a pai i of the boiler and
unless it is properly built, good results cannot be obtained.

It is best to get a plan for building an arch from some reliable boiler
maker. Then have the masonry done by an expert. Provide good fire

brick for lining and have them laid with fire clay. Make the side walls
of the arch thick with good common brick. This will make it more sub-
stantial and retain the heat longer, thus lessening the cost of fuel.

Chimney.

Where coal is being used for fuel the chimney should be built of
brick. The area should be at least one-fifth greater than the combined
area of all the flues. The height depends largely upon its location—the
higher the better.

FisiNG THE Boiler.

Boilers newly set should not have fires put under them until the
mortar of the brick work has had time to harden naturally. When fire is

started, heat very slowly and let the steam go through all the pipes before
any pressure is put on them.
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Cars or Boiun.

Before lighting the fire in the morning, care ihouM be taken to *ee

that the boiler hu »ufficient water in it. The gla»i gauge in the water

column cannot always be depended on at sight, therefore it is best t.>

open the tap at the bottom of the glass to make sure that the pipes kad-

inc to, or from it, are not stopped with scale or mud. See that the safety

vaWe is in working order. This is the most important valve in con-

nection with the boiler. Every boiler should have a blow-off pipe at the

bottom. In addition to this, it should have a surface blow-off or some

"scumming" apparatus. Nearly all foreign matter held in solution m
water on first becoming separated by boiling, rises to the top in the form

of what is commonly called " scum," in which condition much of it may

be remo'-ed by the surface blow-off. If not removed, however, the

heavier pahides will be attracted to each other until thw have become

sufficiently dense to fall to the bottom, where they will be deposited in the

form of Kale, covering the whole internal surface of the boiler below

the water line, with a more or less perfect non-conductor of heat.

Vhere the water is very hard, some good boiler compound may be usert

with good results. Different waters require different treatments. For

ordinary water " sal soda " is all that is necessary.

The blow-off at the bottom should be opened enough each day to let

any lime or mud that might have accumuUited, escape. If t^is is not

done, there is danger of the pipe being filled with dirt, thus excludinp

the water from the pipe. Than there is a danger of it becoming hot am.

bursting, causing a great deal of trouble.

If the pipe from the pump or injector which feeds the water into

the boiler be attached so that the water will be fed in through the blow-

off pipe, this danger will be largely overcome.

Pipe FiTTiNC.

As there are also more or less steam pipes about the .. cry that

need repairing, it is quite necessary that the maker should know how to

do his own pipe fitting.

For ordinary work the tools required are, pipe, tongs, cutter, vise,

and stock and dies. With these at hand any pipes or joints that may be

leaking can be quickly repaired and will save the expense of sending out

for a steam*^tter. Steam escaping from bad joints or leaking valve<

makes a disagreeable noise, and money is evaporating into the air.

Engine".

The engine bed or foundation should be solid. If possible have the

engine in a room separate from the boiler, as there is always more or
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leu aihes and dust from the furnace and flue This uiakes it difficiih
to keep clea* Any sand or grit lodging on the slidet hetp to wear them
out fooner \ lan it otherwise would.

Some oi the chief points to be observed are: See that it is kept
clean, well oiled, and properly packed to prevent steam from leaking.

Before starting the engine, open the taps of the cvlinder to let the
water out, turn the fly-wheel over once, then open the throttle valve
gradually until the engine gets in full motion.

PULttYS AND BXLTINC.

The following rules for finding the size of pulleys and the required
length of he!t:ng will be found useful in fitting up a creamery or in
p!adng additional machinery.

To find the diameter of a driven pulley, multiply the diameter of the
driver by its number of revolutions, and divide the product by the num-
ber of revolutions the driven pulley shouki go. The result will be the
diameter of the driven pulley.

Example. Diameter of pulley on the engine, 40 inches ; speed of
engine, 160 revolutions ; speed in main shaft, 200 revolutions : 40 X 160
-^ 200 = 32, which is the diameter in inches required for the driven
pulley.

To find the required size of a driving pulley, multiply the diameter
of the driven pulley by the number of revolutions it shouki make, and
divide the product by the revolutions of the driver.

Example. Diameter of the pulley in intermediate is 4 inches, which
is required to run 900 revolutions per minute; revolutions of shaft, 200:
4 X 900 -T- 200=18, which is the diameter in inches of the pulley required
to drive the intermediate at proper speed.

To find the length of belt for any two pul* vs, add the diameter of
the two pulleys together, divide this sum by 2, j.ud multiply the quotient
by 3*^• Add the product to twice the distance between the centres of
shafting, and the result will be the require^ length of belt.

Example Two pulleys are 8 and 24 inches in diameter, and 8 feet is

the distance between the centres of shafting. 8+24=32, 32-^2= t6,
16X314=52 inches=4 feet : inches, and 4 feet 4 inches + 16 (twice the
distance between the centres and the shafting)=20 feet 4 inches, which is

the length of the belt required.

Rules. To find the circumference of a circle multiply the diameter
by 3.1416. To find the diameter of a circle, multiply the circumference
by .31831. To find the area of a circle multiply square of diameter by
.7854. Doubling the diameter of a pipe increases its capacity four times.
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SEPARATORS AND THE SEPARATION OF MILK.

GEORGE TRAVIS.

Factory or power separators may be divided into two classes—the

tteam or turbine, and the belt machine. A book of directions is fur-

nished with each new separator, therefore general directions only can be

given.

Turbine Separator.

In setting it up, a solid foundation should be provided. It does not

matter how solid a wooden floor is, it will vibrate more or less from the

running of a chum or other machinery. With a stone, brick or cement

foundation a separator is independent of any vibration from other ma-

chinery and will run much better, and for a longer time. If setting the

separator on a cement floor probably the most permanent method of

fastening it down is as follows: First mark the exact location for the

holes. With a square draw a line through the centre where the h- es

should be, then drill the cement to the desired depth (6 to 7 inches), fo

do this a common cold-chisel may be used providing the bit is wide

enough for the body of the chisel, though a pointed chisel for this pur-

pose is preferable. The dust may be removed from the hole while drill-

ing by a small bellows, or blowing through a small rubber or glass tube.

Have the bolt head somewhat rounded and place the bolt in the hole with

the threaded end up, making sure to have it perpendicular and in line,

and the necessary height above the floor, then pour melted lead in the

hole around the bolt. If a method is desired whereby the bolts can be

removed from the floor, drill holes as above, plug with wood, bore with

a bit at least one-eighth of an inch smaller than the lag screws used and

fasten down with lag screws. Another method whereby separators may

be changed without drilling new holes is to drill the holes in the cement

nearer to the centre than any separator will be likely to require, fasten

a 2 inch by 4 inch piece of wood to the floor and bolt the separator to it.

In putting down a cement floor to be used for separators, it is well

to have a pier built about two inches higher than the floor and about the

size of the separator base. This tends to prevent dirt from lodging under

the separator when scrubbing the floor.

If a stone or brick pier (bricks are neatest) has to be built, the

nature of the soil will determine the depth to excavate, and the size of the

frame or base of the separator will determine the length and breadth.

The exact specifications are given in the book of instructions furnished

with the separator.

Place the separator in position, being careful to have the separator

frame perfectly level every way. Determine this by placing the spirit

level upon the planed top of the frame.
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*J^^?'P*^
to convey the steam to the separator may be the same size

as the fittmgs of the separator, provided the distance from the boiler is
not over twenty-five feet. When the distance is more than this, the size
of the pipe should be one-quarter inch larger for every twenty-five feet of
pipmg, to overcome the eflfects of friction and condensation of steam.

Exhaust pipes are usually made of galvanized iron, and should
never l^e reduced in size at any point smaller than the outlet on the separ-
ator, and should be put up as straight as possible to convey the steamfrom the separator. It may be carried out at the side of the buildineIn either case, a piece extending upwards should be put up to cause a

lS!f^L
P'^'-"'"^^^^*'^ «hf"«t pipe out through the roof is preferablewhen the surroundings will permit it. Have the pipe long enough to behigher than any part of the roof, in order that the draught may not bemterfered with by change of wind. A drain pipe must be provided "n a^case at the lowest point on the pipe, to allow water to escape readily Ifthis should be in the making-room, a trap to prevent annoyance fromescaping steam may be put on the drain pipe.

Belt Separator.

t,;c
''^p-

'l'''^,''^'''"?
^.^«" fo'- the foundation of a turbine will apply to

this. First plare the intermediate or jack in position. This should be at

r.v!?^ ^ ,'"* ^^'*
,^5 ^^^'^^^ '" ^™"t °'" behind the driving shaft,

^rfnr n, If
^ T?^

^ '""'' P«.'-P^"dicularly on the planed rim of The sep-

Ht^ ^? 1

^"^^ '"termediate. Be sure to have the shaft of the inte?^mediate parallel with the drivinfj shaft.
The pulley provided for the driving shaft should be of sufficientwidth to allow the belt to be shifted from the tight to the loose puUey ofthe in ermedjate. and of the proper size to give the exact speed required.Next place the frame of the separator in position. Level it in alldirections by placing the level on the planed top of the frame. Line the

thTrT^h" !

'•]' nterrnediate so that looking from the intermediatehe npht hand ecl^e of the small pulley of the separator is in line withthe rijjht side of the lar^e pulley of the intermediate, having the verScal

pulley
'^' ''"'• ""'^^ '^^ ""^"'' ^'^^ °^ the intermediate

The separator bowl should revolve to the right, or with the sun thesame as the hands on a watch. The intermediate should run from heseparator, so as to place the draw belt on the upper side of the inter-mediate pulley, with a view to remove some of the weight of the bOwlfrom the foot-step bearing when the separator is running If an idler orbelt-t,ghtener is used, always place it on the " return " side of the belt-
net'cr on the " draw " side.

Do not use the belt tightener any more than is absolutely necessary
as 't shortens the life of the belt very materially. It would be an SprovT'ment if the intermediate could be adjusted to suit the stretching of theseparator belt. °

f !
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Wioe all the bearings well with a cloth, to remove all grit and dust.

A little coal oil upon the cloth will be found helpful where any coatmg

ofS oil is met with. See that all oil tubes are clear and free to feed

ol Wash the bowl and all parts that the m.lk
^^"^Z'J'ifTl^Jy^o

If everything has been properly attended to as directed it is ready to

sU n a furWne. tumVsteam very gradually to allow the water to

out of the steam pipes, when the required amount of steam may be

. nedon When speed has been reached, start the feed of milk

If a belt machiSe. and only one in use, put all belts in positio" and

start the engine slowly, allowing the speed to increase gradually If more

Sn oneT^arator is^'used. it Ts better to start the engine at full speedy

then shift the belt from the loose to the tight pulley after starting the

separator by pulling the belt with the hand until the bowl has attained

S^e s^d Then shift the belt from the loose pulley part way on to

?r tiehTpuUey, moving it at intervals until on full. From 6 to lo

m?nu fs shS be required to get up speed. Full speed is ascertained

S^ means o°Wd inXators. A lOO notch wheel should be counted for

oLStei?! 50 notch wheel for one-half a minute in order to know

Ae number ^f hundred revolutions the bowl is revolving per minute.

After Se^d has been reached, the milk should be turned on full speed

untn tXcr^mSskim-miik flow from the respective spouts
;
then ,

Jhiuld bi clSed off until the cream is of the desired thickness. The

rream should be the guide in operating the separator.
cream shouwoe ^ ^k^

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^,jj^ ^^^ ^^,„ ,

throueh s3 be forced out with warm water. From one to two pa.l

wi?blnS for this purpose. Shut off the feed-tap for a few second.

whin ab^t ha f the qSantiT.has gone through; then turn it on agam

rilowinrthe remainder to complete the operation. Pure warm water ,.

prrrable to sWm-milk, as it is nearer the specific gravity of the cream.

^"' 'S^^Zl^Z^:ni::::^or, after the power has been
Allow tne Dcm f

f j ^ion to the intermediate. Remove
removed;

"7«;/PP^„Yat^Kxtrem^^^^^^^ of the bowl and burn it at

once CleTn oi'a'milkS^^^^^^^ spiral provided; wash with tepid

? .w™,ahlv scald with steam or boiling water; then place on a

J^'^fnine rS^wh^re Oie bowl and its parts may dry. Never close the

b^vi? when we^Sde. as it will cause it to rust. Leave it open when

"°^
Tn-^^Sn^^e p^Ll^frft^^e^tor always specify exactly what

""chtes A XSeseTof the delicate or wearing parts of any ma-

^^^-yrfVi^aXTrm^r^^^^^^^^
r nlrf/cfseparation. The difference in specific gravi y between tlie

\Z ^nd other SSof the milk is then greatest and it is also more

fluid as tiere i'Tno development of lactic acid, nor chemical changes due
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to its exposure to the air. At the creamery, it is not met with in this
favorable condition; consequently it is necessary to produce artificially
as many of the favorable conditions as possible to get the best results.
When milk is received at a temperature below 85" it should be heated
to from 90° to 100°.

A tempering vat should be elevated at a suitable height to allow the
milk to flow into the separator; and it should contain enough milk to
employ the separator for at least four minutes. If large bodies of milk
are heated to the desired temperature in a vat before separating, acid
develops too rapidly and clogging of the separator bowl is likely to follow

Skim-milk or whbt pasteurizer.

>-f«.m Jf^''*
''^'^ ^Y ^*^- ^ Steam ln!at C. Overflow 2". D. Small valve on

.Mt^^"^ to prevent «uctk>n of sklm-mJlk back Into «team pipe. E. Valve to dr^S
ll^t^,,., r ^^J. ^^^F.^" "^y ^ removed In oixier to aee if heater L fllltai withr.iaterial fwm aklm-mllk. G. Heater 6" diameter. 18" long with ^ap. acrew^n 2ach

Should any accident happen whereby the separator is stopped, the milk
would likely develop acid enough to thicken, when it could not be separ-
ated. ^

While it is doubtless true that better butter can be made by pasteur-
izing the whole milk before separating, still the improvement is not
enough to compensate for the extra labor required in cleaning the separ-
ator and utensils. There is also the fact that the separator bowl will
need to be retinned often if separating pasteurized milk.

ni



If the skim-milk is to be pasteurized after being separated, it may be

elevated by a pump, and just before entering the tank, allowed to pass

through a heater used for pasteurizing.
. * • -t.«..M k

The cut will show how the heater may be made. A union should b-

put in the steam pipe somewhere near the heater, as it will be necessary

to take the heater apart quite often to be cleaned. This can be done best

by burning in the furnace. . • i,-..

For dividing the skim-milk among patrons, the skim-milk weigher

is found to be quite satisfactory.

CREAMERY BUTTERMAKING.

M. ROBERTSON.

Owing to the fact that the greater number of our creameries arc

operated on the cream-gathering system, this part on buttermaking will

pertain altogether to the above-mentioned system of operating a creamery,

fo those interested in the care of milk for whole milk creameries -e

would refer them to "Care of Milk" for cheesemaking which is ms-

cussed in this bulletin. The same directions would apply to milk lor

creamei7
jJJPP J^^ ^^^ separator as an important factor in our present

creamerv system, much of the work which was formerly done at the

c e^e? fs^ now done on the farm. The responsibility for doing this

work well has been transferred from the buttermaker to the patron,

hence much depends on the patron's knowledge of, and interest in, the

work.

Care op Separators and Utensils.

Cleanliness is essential in all good dairy practice. All utensils and

machinery should be of the very best, with no open seams "r crevices

S which dirt may lodge. No rusty cans or pa.ls should be allowed n

dai^work EveVy pilce of dairy machinery, every utensil used, shou
|1

S? tooughly cleZnsed immediately after being used F'rst nnse with

warm (not hot) water, then wash in water as hot as the hand wil bear

SnP some washing compound in this water. Lastly scald with the

hottfst w^?er that can be obtained. After scalding, place outside in a

nSrl Itmosohere to dry. Never use the so-called "dish cloth" to dry

&^3s! scIm tKm. and they will dry themselves Use a bnisbS washTng to cleanse each part. The separator must be washed after

Ich ope a "on. The "once per day" washing is a filthy, as well as ex-

^nsive habit, as a separator will rust when not properly cared for.

m
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Cak£ of Cream.

Keep the cream in cKan, well-tinned vessels, preferably shot-gun
cans. Coyer the can to keep out all dust and foul air. Cool quickh
immediately after separating, to at least 50" F. Maintain this low tem-
perature until the cream is delivered at the creanwry, or to the hauler
If a cold well, or spring water, is available, this may be used for cooline."
If cold water is not available, then an abundant .supply of ice (one ton
per cow) should be secured for cooling purposes. The loss entailed by
the manufacture of poor butter, from improperly cooled cream, would
pay for mountains of ice. Where cold well or spring w^ter is available
the cream can be effectively cooled by placing the shot-gun cans in a
box, as illustrated below, through which the water runs from the well
or pump, to the watering trough.

:^m<mimmm^mm<imi

\

Tank fob Cooung Cream in Caxs,

With a box made according to the illustration, an abundance of cold
water passes around the cream, and little stirring is required. Cream
should be delivered to the creamery at least every otlier day.

Prrcentage of Fat Required in the Cream.

The separator should be regulated and operated so as to deliver a
cream which will test betv.cen 30 and 35 per cent. fat. By this we mean
that every hundred pounds of the cream will contain from 30 to 35pounds of fat. The reasons for desiring this percentage of fat in the
cream are

:

1. The high testing cream is less bulky, therefore it will take less
cooling and work in caring for it

2. It will leave more valuable skim-milk at home for feeding pur-
poses. * '^
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3. It will mean less quantity for the cream haulers, also less vat

room at the creamery and a smaller quantity of ice will be needed for

cooling purposes.

4. A more exhaustive churning can be obtained from a rich cream

than can be got from a thin testing cream, which means less loss in the

buttermilk and more money for the patron. Also the high testing cream

can be churned at a lower temperature and a better quality of butter be

made.

5. The cream with a high percentage of fat will keep sweet much

longer than will a low testing cream, providing other conditions are

equal, therefore it is more likely to reach the creamery in proper con-

dition.

Transportation ov Cream.

Where possible, the ideal method of getting the cream from the farm

to the creamery is for the patrons to deliver their own cream. This plan

saves the cream-hauling' cost, which is one of the big items of expense

in connection with our present system of operation. Also, the patron

and maker are brought more in contact with each other, which tends to

discourage the sending of poor cream.

Where the patrons are unable to deliver their own cream, it should

be hauled to the creamery in individual cans. By this method each

patron's cream reaches the creamery unmixed with that of other patrons'

and the maker is able to inspect the cream and assist those who are send-

ing poor cream in improving the quality ; also the weighing and sa-^pling

are directly under the maker's control.

Where cream is mixed in large cans or tanks by the cream col-

lectors, it is very discouraging to those patrons who are taking proper

care of their cream. The sampling and weighing must also be done by

the hauler, which is often far from satisfactory.

Receiving the Cream.

Where patrons are delivering their own cream, or where individual

cans are in use, the maker should inspect each can, rejecting all cream

unfit for the manufacture of good butter. Each can should be carefully

weighed and sampled and the weights recorded on a cream report sheet.

Sampling should receive careful attention. The use- of the McKay

sampler is of great assistance in securing a proper sample for the test

Where large cans are used, which necessitates the driver domg the

weighing and sampling, the drawer's load should be weighed when it

reaches the creamerv. The weight is then -compared with the total

weight recorded on the driver's cream books. This is a check on the

driver's weighing. To check the carefulness of his samphng, his sample-

should be tested ocasionally, and the total fat which he has on his cream

books figured out. Then bv taking a representative sample of his load of



cream the total fat on his wagon may be found. In this way the fat on
his wagjon and the fat on his creani book can be compared and the accur-
acy of his work determined.

Pasteurization.

Immediately after the cream is received it should be pasteurized
By pasteurizme we meai. the heating of the cream to a temperature of
i8o to 185 F., and then quickly cooling to ripening or churning tem-
perature. No phase of our creamery work is so beneficial as pasteur-
ization. No phase of the work is so generally neglected. Why? Many
creamery men say "it is too expensive." others say "it is too much
labor." Neither answer is correct. Our creameries are not pasteurizing
for the same reason that our creamery patrons are not storing ice to cool
their cream. They do not know, or realize, the great benefit to be derived
from It. The patron who neglects a supply of ice, or other facilities for
cooling his cream, and the creameryman who neglects to pasteurize are
both in the same canoe. Both are floating down, instead of paddling up,
the stream of progress, as they should, and as they would, did they once
realize the benefits that would accrue from cooling and pasteurizing.

What Does Pasteurizing Do?

ist. It kills the greater number of bacteria in the cream. Some of
these bacteria are disease producers; others injure the flavor of the
butter.

2nd. It assists in making a more uniform product of butter.
3rd. It creates a clean seed-bed for the sowing of a pure lactic acid

culture.

4th. It enhances the keeping quality of the butter.

Ripening.

By the term ripening, we mean the souring of cream. This is

done by the addition of a pure, lactic acid cuhure to the cream immedi-
ately after pasteurizing and cooling. In most of our creameries the
cre^m is ripe enough before it reaches the creamery. The benefit of the
culture in this kind of cream is the production of a desirable and uniform
flavor in the butter.

Cool the cream to a temperature between 60° to 70° F. Use about
10 per cent, of good culture (more if the cream is very bad), and allow
the cream to develop .4 to .5 per rent, acidity. When the proper per-
centage of acidity has developed, cool the cream to churning temperature,
and churn as soon as possible. Pasteurization and a good culture will
do more to improve the quality of Ontario butter than any other treat-
ment which the cream can receive.
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How TO PrKPAKE a CULTUUt.

A culture is a propagation of pure lactic acid gprm:, used for ripen-

ing cream and milk. (The preparation of a culture is. described under

Cheesemaking in this bulletin, and as the preparation for both cheese

and butter is the same, the method of preparing a culture will be found

under the above heading.)

CHintNING AND WoRKING.

By churning we mean the gathering of the fat globules together into

butter, by means of concussion. The question is often asked, " What is

the proper churning temperature of cream?" No definite temperature

can be given. The churning temperature is influenced by

:

I. The character of the butter-fat.

a. Acidity of the cream.

3. Percentage of fat in the cream.

4. The amount of cream in the chum.

1. The fat is influenced by the proportion of soft and hard fats.

Also by the period of lactation, and feed of the cows.

2. A ripened cream is more easily churned than an unripeneJ cream.

3. The richer the cream (up to 35 per cent.) the more quickly it

will chum, because, other conditions being equal, the fat globules are

more ntunerous and come in contact more easily.

The churning temperature may range from 50° to 60° F., and even

wider. Aim to have the cream chum in not less than 30 minutes and

not more than 45. If cream is churned too quickly there will be a

heavy loss of fat in the buttermilk ; the butter will be soft and mushy

;

it will be hard to wash free of buttermilk ; and will have poor keeping

qualities. If the cream is churned too cold it will take much longer to

churn, wasting time and power and the butter will tend to gather in hard,

small granules, which will be difficult to work and salt. Avoid either

extremes; try to have the cream churn in proper time. The butter

should be of a waxy texture, which will " knead " easily, when working

in the salt.

Stop the chum when the granules of the butter are about the size

of large grains of wheat. Draw off the buttermilk and wash well with

water somewhere near the churning temperature of the cream. Use

about the same amount of wash water as there was cream to start with.

Nothing but pure water should be used. If the butter has been churned

at the proper temperature, and the churning " stopped " at the right time,

one washing should be sufficient. Where the butter is soft and mushy

two washings are advisable. About 10 to 12 revolutions of the chum are

sufficient for washing.
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Salting and Working.

Butter is salted, or not salted, according to the requirements of the
market for which it is made. The amount to use depends on the marketFrom four to six pounds of salt for every one hundred pounds of butter
fat, or from three to five pounds for every hundred pounds of butter
contained in the chum, should be sufficient.

After the butter has been washed and drained, sprinkle on about
half the amount of salt, then revolve the chum one-half turn, and add
the remainder of the saU. Now adjust the rolls and work until the salt
IS evenly mixed through the butter. Uneven mixing of the salt causes
mottled butter. Usually from fifteen to eighteen revolutions of the chum
are sutncient

Use only the best brand of salt. Sift the salt with a fine sieve before
applying It to the butter. Keep the salt in a clean place, as.it readily
absorbs foreign odors.

Printing and Packing.

The neatness, style and kind of package is a creameryman's adver-
tisement to the trade. The packages, in whatever form they are put up,
should be neat, clean and attractive.

If made into pound blocks, they should be oblong with square comers
and have no holes or finger marks. The prints should weigh 1614 oz. to
allow for shrinkage. Each wrapper should have printed on it, in tasty
form, the name of the creamery, together with some special trade mark.
The prints should be packed in boxes suitable for shipping.

If the butter is put into 56 lb. boxes, the boxes shou'd be made of
spruce, well paraffined, and lined with good parchment paper. Two
sues of paper are best for lining. One, a paper 121/2 inches in width,
and the other narrower, 11V2 inches, and both 52 inches in length. These
papers should be soaked for 24 hours before using, in a strong brine
solution, containing one ounce of formaldehyde to prevent mould. The
butter should be packed solidly, and the top neatly finished Weigh each
box of the butter. A 56 lb. box should contain from one half to three-
quarters of a pound extra, to allow for shrinkage.

Storing and Shipping.

As soon as packed, the butter should be immediately put in the
creamery refrigerator. This refrigerator should be kept at as low a tem-
perature as possible—below freezing is best. The butter should reach the
market as soon as possible. It is a perishable article, and depreciates
with age.

In shipping, see that the boxes are handled carefully, and that they
are not soiled. Ship in well-iced refrigerator cars; examine each car
before loading. Refuse cars that are dirty and foul-smelling.
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Cleaning the Churn.

Start the churn revolving on the slow gear, rinse out all particles of

butter with three or four pails of hot water, let this drain out and fill

chum one-fourth full with boiling water with a small handful of Wyan-
dotte added; wash off the rolls and pbce these in the chum and wash

with the fast gear for one or two minutes. (If left much longer it will

wear the holes in the end of the board for the rolls.) Ailow to drain,

take out rolls and rinse with two or three pails of hot water. Once or

twice a week the chum should be steamed and given a wash with lime

water. This will keep the chum sweet and clean, and by givin^^ the rolls

and inside of the chum a scmb with dry salt occasionally it will prevent

the butter adhv^ring.
I

A Good Whitewash for a Creamery.

Take one-half bushel of unslacked lime ; add sufficient boiling water

to slack it, and keep it hot. Then prepare one-quarter bushel salt, by

dissolving in warm water, two pounds of glue dissolved in seven pounds

of water; add six ounces of bi-chromate of potash and one-half pound

of whiting. Mix salt, glue, bi-chromate and whiting together and add

to the lime. Apply with brosh or spray.

CHEESE-MAKING.

Alex. McKay.

The Curd Test.

Provide tin or porcelain cups sufficient in number to test the milk of

at least the number of patrors supplying milk to the factory A con-

venient size is two inches in diameter and three inches deep. Each cup

should be plainly numbered. Provide a box of tin or galvanized iron

with a neat fitting cover, large enough to hold the cups. For convenience,

this box should have both water and steam connections. In taking the

samples for making the tests place the number of the cup opposite the

patron's name from whose milk the sample was taken. Place them in

the box already described, adding water to the depth of the milk m the

cups. Raise the temperature of the samples to 86° F. Set the samples

by using one dram of a dilute rennet solution made of a strength of one

part rennet to twenty-four of water. Stir in the rennet with a knife

having a solid metal handle, being careful to sterilize the knife between

the stirring of each sample so as not to contaminate one sample with
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flavors froni another. When firm enough, cut with the same knife, uiing
the same precautions to sterilize between the cutting of each sample

?ifi'?h?!«T**'?*"'"*/'*'*'J*"y *° ^" ^' ""^^ handle the same as nearly
like the milk and curd in the vat as possible. If looking for " bitter

''

flavors an'l the milk is in a sweet condition, it may be advisable to add

lJr7 iJ!S!^' '!*"'! *°.!^* ^P'*» **'°'"« »«"''V' " this flavor is
rarrly detected without acid. This test is particularly valuable in de-
tccta.g flavors which develop in the curd but cannot be detected in the
milk. It IS also valuable for convincing patrons who mav doubt that the
flavor of their milk is as bad as represented by the cheese-maker, as it
IS possible to have than see and . nell the curd made from each patron's
milk as dehver-d at the factory.

*^

The PaEPARATICN AND UsE OF A CutTURE.

First provide suitable cans of good tin, which are well soldered, and
about twenty inches deep and eight inches in diameter. It is better to
have a duplicate set. as this gives a better opportunity for keeping them
in good condition. When the milk is in small lots it can be more readily
heated and cooled than if kept in larger quantities. For convenience in
heating and coohng. a special box large enough to hold the cans con-
taining the culture for one day's use should be provided. This box
should be made of wood, or if made of metal, should be insulated, so as
to maintain a constant temperature while the culture is setting This is
essential if best results are to be obtained. The box should be supplied
with steam and cold water connections.

Better results may be obtained by using the milk from the same
source

. ich day, as we are more like,y to get a uniform flavor and
acidity from day to day by so doing. After selecting the milk, place the
cans m the tank with cold water, and cover the cans with a granite plate,
thus guarding against contamination from outside sources. Heat gradu-
ally to a temperature of 185° F. This may be done without stirring the
milk. Hold at this temperature for a few minutes to make sure that the
milk in the cans has reached this temperature. Then run off the hot
water and turn on cold water, and cool (in the same manner without
stirring the milk)

, to a temperature of about 60° F. In case proper means
for heating and cooling, such as described, are not available, then stirring
will be necessary. Now add a small amount of the mother culture suffi-
cient to give the desired acid at the time required for use. In our work
we find that about one ounce (by measure) to ten pounds of milk gives
very good results. In starting a culture it is advisable to use a com-
mercial, or pure culture. These may he obtained from the Bacteriological
Department of the College, or from any of the dairy supply houses.
Special temperatures are required for the first propagation of these cul-
tures. Empty the mother cuUure into a quart of pasteurized milk cooled
to a temperature of 75° to 80° F., and allow to stand until coagulation
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takes place. It is advisable to propagate a commercial culture at least

two or three times before using. Ii the culture is to be kept more than

a4 hours, it is advi Sle to set accordingly, by using a tower temperature

and using less of e mother culture. Aim to produce the same acid:tv

from day to ^ A^hen the culture is first broken up, Uke out a ^mall

quantity to ^- pagate the culture for next day. A glass sealer should

be provided for this purpose. The indications of a good culture are as

follows : The whole mass is coagulated, no liquid is found on top, and it

has a mild acid flavor, pleasant to the taste and smell.

A Milture may be used to advant^ when the milk is maturing

stowly, or when it is tainted or gassy. One-half of one per cent, is the

greatest quantity that should be used, and this only when the milk is

known to be in sweet condition.

Milk should be set slightly sweeter when culture is used. With

gassy milk its use is especially beneficial. Culture with bad flavor or with

too high an acidity should not be used. All utensils must be thoroughly

cleansed and sterilized before using in culture making.

Co-oPKKATioN Between Maker and PaTK)n.

That there has been a marked improvement in the milk delivered to

the factory for cheese-making is quite apparent from the improved

quality of the cheese produced, but there is still room for more co-oper-

ation batween the maker and his patrons; first by the maker keeping his

factory and its surroundings in a better condition as to cleanlmess and

sanitation, thereby making it a more attractive place, which the farmer

can look at with pride instead of disgust ; secondly, by returning the by-

product, whey, in better condition. This latter can be accomplished only

by the pasteurization of the whey and the proncr <''-^ning of the tank.

It is useless heating the whey unless it is all removtu each day and the

tank thoroughly washed.

Theke can be no hard and fast rules given for heating the whey, as

this must be varied according to the conditions at the factory, although

there are a few general principles which must be observed if this work

is to be done successfully and profitably. The heating should be com-

menced as soon as possible after the first whey is put into the tank. This

should be done for two reasons—first, to take advantage of the tempera-

ture the whey is already at, and second, to prevent the further develop-

ment of acidity. The whey should be heated to at least 150° F. m order

to obtain the best results. Care should be taken not to exceed 160° F..

as heating above this temperature will cause the whey to become slimy.

The benefits to he derived from pasteurizing whey are : It conserye^^

the food value of the whey in the preventing of the development of acid

;

it insures a more even distribution 01 the fat in the whey; it also pre-

vents the spread of contagious disease through the whey when being

returned to the farm and fed to young stock; the sweet whey is not so



hard on the caiu u ia sour whey, and the cam are more easily cleaned
when the whey is kept clean and sweet. According to experiments made,
the whey may be heated at a cost of from 50c. to $1.00 per ton of cheese,
according to the efficiency of the equipment of the factory.

Max rOB CHMUt-MAUNC.

To obtain the best results, it is necessary to have the milk delivered
at the factory clean, sweet, and of good flavor, and we would strongly
advise cheese-makers to reject all milk which is not in a fit condition for
the manufacture of first-class cheese. The maker who receives milk
other than of this kind is acting dishonestly towards his better patrons
who are furnishing a first-class quality of milk.

Testing for Ripeness.

This may be done with the acidimeter or the rennet test; good
results may be obtained by the use of either test.

No definite degree of acidity can be given as a rule to go by. The
proper rule is to set at the acidity that will give the best results later in
the process or will allow the curd to remain in the whey until properly
" firmed," which will usually take from 2% to 3 hours from the time oi
setting to the time of dipping the curd with the right amount of acid
developed. This will be found to be slightly less than the acidity of the
milk at setting as shown by the acidimeter.

If using the acidimeter and making colored cheese, the acidity
should be ascertained before adding the color to the milk, as it is more
difficult to detect the neutral point with the color added.

Another point to note carefully when using the acidimeter is the
effect of the presence of rain water in the milk. When the milk is
diluted, less milk is taken in the sample, and will show a less degree of
acidity than is contained in the milk to the extent of the percentage of
dilution, thereby misleading the operator.

If color is used it should be thoroughly mixed with the milk before
the rennet is added, using one to one-and-one-half ounces of color per
thousand pounds of milk. .\dd color in amount as the market may
require.

When making early spring cheese it is usually necessary to make a
quick-cunng cheese in order to reach an early market.

To make this class of cheese it is advisable to use a large quantity
of rennet and a small quantity of salt, as this hastens the ripening pro-
cess and overcomes the tendency of milk at this time to make a dry, hard
cheese due to the low per cent, of butter-fat in the milk and the tendency
of this class of milk to develop acid rapidly. Heat the milk to 86° F.
and stir slowly while heating. When the desired acidity is obtained,
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add the rennet, using four or five ounces per thousand pounds of milk, or

sufficient to coagulate the milk firm enough for cutting in fifteen or twenty

minutes.

Commence to cut early, using the horizontal knife first, cuttmg

slowly lengthwise of the vat.

Then with the perpendicular knife cut crosswise and afterward?

lengthwise of the vat. We would advise strongly the use of the Vt-inch

wire knife, as this leaves the curd in better condition for the moisture to

escape with the least possible loss in the whey, as the cubes are smaller,

and more uniform, and are not so easily broken as the larger ones.

Commence stirring at once with agitators or the McPherson rake.

Stir carefully for ten or fifteen minutes, then see that the curd is free

from the sides of the vat before applying heat. This loosening of the

curd from the sides of the vat can be done at this stage with less loss

than if done immediately after cutting, as the curd has become somewhat

firmer and does not break up so readily. Curds should be handled care-

fully and in such a manner that the cubes will not be broken, nor allowed

to mat together. Rough handling or breaking of the curd causes a serious

loss to both quality and quantity.

Heat to a temperature of 98° F. in 1I/2 hours from the time of setting.

We formerly advised taking the agitators out soon after heatmg was

completed with the idea that we were able to firm the curd better with

the small rake, but since the introduction of the 14-inch knife, we have

found that we get better results, with less labor, by allowing the agitators

to run for a longer time.

We still advise removing part of the whey so as to guard against

the danger of a rapid development of acid at the time of dipping, as the

curd can be removed more quickly with a small amount of whey. This

can be accr,mplished by removing one of the paddles until the whey is

reduced; then replace the paddle and allow the agitators to do the

stirring, as they do it more gently and with less danger of harming the

curd. There is nothing gained by harsh treatment of the curd, as such

treatment will allow the moisture to escape only in so far as it breaks

the curd. It is much better to allow the curd to firm by natural agencies,

namely, acid development, heat, and rennet action. Acid usually develops

very rapidly in the spring, therefore it is necessary to be prepared to

remove the whey quickly when sufficient acid has been developed, which

may be from .16 to .19 per cent, as shown by the acidimeter. Curds at

this stage should be nice and firm (not hard or harsh), and be kept in a

loose, open condition in the sink a sufficient length of time to allow the

free moisture to escape, as the moisture can be removed at this stage

with very much less loss than it can later on. Leave the curd about 8

inches deep in the curd sink. When it is well matted, cut into strips 6

to 8 inches wide and turn upside down, and in about fifteen minutes turn

again, piling two deep. Continue turning every fifteen minutes until

the curd is ready to mill. When the curd is well matted and flaky and
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shows 7 to .8 per cent, of acid it should be milled, and well stirred

afterwards. This stirring should be repeated often enough to prevent the
curd matting until ready to salt. This will be when the curd has mel-
lowed down nicely and shows i to 1.2 per cent, of acid. Stir and air

the curd well before adding the salt, as this improves the texture and
flavor of the cheese. Salt at the rate of 1V2 to 2 pounds of salt to 1,000
pounds of milk. It is important that the temperature of the curd from
dipping to millinp should not go below 94° F. After milling allow the

curd to cool e"'iu.iaiiy to about 85° F. when ready to salt. Put to press

at a tempera u -e of 82° to ?i.° F. Weigh the curd into the hoop, tighten

the press gr; tluaily and ieii' c the cheese 45 minutes before taking out to

dress. Wheii d essine:, ust plenty of clean hot water and what are com-
monly called 'i':.:^ ' These cloths help to make a good rind on the

cheese, keep them clean, and cause the cheese to come out of the hoop
more readily. Turn all the cheese in the hoops every morning, and allow

no cheese to be taken to the curing-room that do not present a clean, neat
appearance.

Summer Cheese.

'

I

In making summer cheese one ounce of color to one thousand pounds
of milk is usually sufficient, but this may be varied according to the re-

quirements of the market. Use from 3 to 3!/^ ounces of rennet extract
per thousand pounds of milk, or sufficient to coagulate the milk for cut-

ting in 25 to 30 minutes. If this limit is exceeded we have too great a
loss in the whey. The cutting and firming of the curd is the same as

given for spring cheese.

It may be necessary to raise the cooking temperature slightly higher,

as we may be dealing with milk of a different composition from that used
in the spring. The acidity should be allowed to develop to. such a point
that is found from day to day to give the best results in the working of
the curd later in the process, aiming to have the curd with good body,
well matted and in a flaky condition when ready to mill. At this time it

should have an acidity of .7 to .8 in about two hours from the time of
dipping. The curd should be well stirred after milling, and, if cut cross-

wise of the grain, the stirring may be done better and with much less

labor. Curd should be well matured, stirred, aired thoroughly and cooled
to a temperature of 85" F. before salting. Use from 2 to 2i/> pounds of
salt on the curd from one thousand pounds of milk.

Fall Cheese.

When making fall cheese it is a mistake to use too much culture or
to ripen the milk too much, giving the cheese the appearance of having
been made from over-ripe milk, which is very objectionable in fall cheese

;

rather use a smaller amount of culture, not more than one-quarter of one
per cent., and add it to the milk when there is a small quantity in the vat.
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as it starts a gradual fermentation which continues all through the pro-

cess. Always heat the milk to at least the temperature of the culture

before the culture is added. Set slightly sweeter than usual, as we are

able to work closer to the " sweet line " all the way through, owing to

the fact that we receive the milk in better condition.

Gassy Milk.

The presence of gas in the milk retards the development of acid,

and as acid is necessary in the manufacture of cheese, we should make
the condition as favorable for its development as possible without injury

to the body of the curd. To do this, use 14 to 1/2 per cent, of good cul-

ture, as by so doing we introduce into the milk an abundance of the lactic

acid bacteria, which will, under favorable conditions, overcome the gas-

producing bacteria.

The next step is to ripen the milk slightly more than usual before

setting. When cutting, aim to have the cubes as even in size as pos-

sible. Allow the acid to develop slightly farther before applying the

heat, stir carefully, and heat slowly, aiming to have the curd in normal

condition at dipping. Use the same temperature for cooking and the

same acid for dipping as with a normal curd. A gassy curd does not

require so much stirring as a normal curd, because the moisture leaves

it more readily. Mill as soon as the curd is well matted and the acidity

has developed to .8 to .85 per cent. About half way between milling and

salting commence piling the curd. Allow it to stand 15 or 20 minutes,

then spread it out, stir and pile again. Continue to do this until the curd

feels mellow. Give plenty of fresh air before salting. Use a normal

amount of salt and put to i-ress at a temperature of about 80° F., if

possible.

^ OvER-RiPE Milk.

What is over-ripe milk? It is milk with one of the agents used in

cheese-making out of proportion ; or milk with the lactic acid developed

in too great a degree in order to obtain the very best results in converting

the milk into cheese. What are the agents used in separating the solids

from the moisture or water content of the milk? They are rennet, heat,

and acid development, together with the cutting of the curd to get it into

a convenient condition for the escape of the moisture. The heat should

not be applied until enough milk is in sight to fill the vat. Why? Be-

cause as we raise the temperature, we make more favorable conditions

for the development of acid. Heat as quickly as possible to 82° or 83

F., and after testing for acidity, set at this temperature. Why? Because,

first, 82° is less favorable for acid development than 86° F., and the time

for heating to 86° is saved ; and what is more important, you are able to

get the rennet in sooner and a larger quantity of it, thereby getting the
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acid under control more quickly; if not under control, it is difficult to get
It to work m conjunction with the other agents which contract and expel
moisture from the curd. In handling over-ripe milk it is always advisable
to use more rennet—at least one ounce more, per thousand pounds of
mill- for several reasons: first, that it may coagulate the milk more
quicKly; second. It gives a firmer curd more quickly, and renders the curd
less liable to be broken when Randling it. thereby saving to a great extent
the great loss which usually is sustained from making over-ripe milk into
cheese. It also helps to break down the caseous matter in the cheese
giving It a better texture. Commence cutting the curd early and cut
rapidly so as to keep pace with the rapid firming of the curd. If this is
not done the curd will get into a condition which makes it very hard to
cut properly. Use the i^-inch knife rather than cut the curd four times
as It leaves the curd more uniform and in better condition than when it
is chopped hnely. Heat quickly, and if necessary, raise the temperature
two or three degrees higher than for normal milk.

Here is where a great many cheese-makers make a mistake, by stop-
ping the stirring and running off part of the whey when the curd is quite
soft; while the whey is running off, the curd is matting, then they go at
'*T }/ ^'"'® '^^^ *"^ ^^^^^ '* *" "P- thereby liberating a lot of the
milk solids, giving them a high acid reaction in the whey, and the result
IS, they have a sweet curd and a sweet cheese. Just stop and think for a
minute which is likely to do the more effectual work, you with the rake
or the acid development in conjunction with the heat and rennet action'
Ihe natural tendency for this kind of curd is to run together, so the best
way IS to keep it stirred in all the whey until it firms up a little. Hard
raking does not firm the curd, except in so far as it breaks the cubes If
agitators are used, the curd can be kept apart and the whey lowered quite
soon enonrh without resorting to this rough handling. One can readily
see th he whey be lowered quite close to the curd while it is in a
soft cc that it will be quite difficult to keep it from matting; and
while yt ' _.c keeping it apart with a small rake, you are breaking it up,
ca.isirg a loss, and also causing rough texture in the cheese. It is always
advisable to have the whey run down shortly before the dipping point is
reached to avoid being caught with too much acid. When the curd is in a
soft condition it is advisable to dip with slightly less acid and to keep it
in a loose open condition in the curd sinks until all the surplus moisture
is drained from the curd. If the curd is still a little weak, mill slightly
earlier than usual. If not, treat as a normal curd. Mature the curd well
before sa'«-'ng.

Ripening or Curing Cheese.

The ripening or curing of cheese is one of the most important pointsm the process, as no matter how well a cheese is made, if the curing is
not properly done the quality cannot be the finest. Therefore it is neces-
sary to provide a room where the temperature can be controlled at all
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times It is important some means be provided to control the moisture

in the room so as to prevent the growth of mold, which occurs where

too much moisture is present. An excessive shrinkage takes place it

there is too little moisture in the room. Proper temperature and moisture

may be obtained by building an ice chamber in connection with the curing

room and having a free circulation of air over the ice. This cools the air

and causes a deposit of the moisture on fte ice. In putting the cheese

in the curing room, place them straight and even on the shelves and turn

them every morning except Sunday. Keep the room well swept and look-

ing clean and tidy. Use good strong cheese-boxes, have them dry, and

of such a size as to fit the cheese nicely.

Weigh carefully, and stencil the weights neatly on the boxes. U)ad

the cheese on clean wagons, and provide canvas covers to protect them

from rain and heat while on the way to the station.

REPORT OF THE CHEESE MEETING OF THE WESTERN

DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, O. A. C, DECEMBER 13, 191 1-

^

Mr D A Dempsey, Stratford, occupied the chair, and in opening

the meeting called attention to the general high prices and good quality

of the cheese during the past season. He referred to the many innova-

tions in the dairy business, such as shipping milk and cream to the cities

for ice cream, homogenized milk, etc., which are lessening he cheese-

makers' supply considerably, but believe the people who had stood by the

factory would reap the greatest benefit in the end.

Mr Dempsey next called on Professor Dean, who welcomed the

delegates to the College, and then took up some of the main points in the

work done at the Dairy Department in the past year.

Two cheese made from the same weight of milk were exhibited

Thev furnished a striking object lesson in the difference in real value ot

mUk^or cheese-making purposes and of the unfairness of paying for

mi k bv weight. Though many factors influence the make, it was found

Sat Ae reSn of the yield of cheese to the fat and case'n.s fairly

constant, between 1.5 and 1.6 poands of cheese for each pound of fat and

'*'*
Profess*orDean then made rcfercr»ce to some investigational work

carried on to clear up a number of objections to the Hart-Casein Test.
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The following table shows the results, tested Saturday, December 9,

No. of Test. Per Cent, of Casein. Method of TestiiiK.

1 and
H and
5 and
7 and
»and

2
4
«

lU

Hand 11

12 and 12
13 and 13
Oand U

2
2
1.9 and 1.9

1.9 and 1.9

2 and 2.1

1.9 and 1.9

2.2

1.9 and 1.9

2.4 and 2.4

With motor
With hand siwvd 56

54
With motor (acidity .15)

(Monday. Dec. II)
With hand t">t'vd riG

5B
' " " 50 (turns)

With motor (acidity .2)

.55)

(Tuesday, Dec. 12)

Operato^.

Mr. McKay.
Mr. Rlc!;woi;d.

Mr. McKay.

Mr. GoJdiuK.
Mr. Kickwood.

Mr. McKay.

The tests were made between Saturday, December the 9th, 191 1, andTuesday, December the 12th, loii, and a number of factors, including
the personal factor (the work was carried on by three men), percentage
of acid, speed of the machine, and the temperature of the milk and acid,
were dealt with. The extreme variation of the personal factor was 2-ioths
of I per cent which the Professor considered within the limits of error
l^rom Saturday to Monday the sample had developed .15 per cent of
acid, and tested 1.9. On Monday night with .2 per cent, of acid it still
tested 1.9. By Tuesday it had developed .55 per cent, acid, which meant
coagulation. The presence of this amount of acid e- Jently tended to
too much loss.

One tester was run by electricity, and one by hand. The speed varied

wv!^ .J
*° fifty-six Fifty-six is the proper speed for the machine.*

Where the speed was fifty, 2 per cent, was got, while with the full speed
It was 1.9 per cent. The packing of the casein in the Hart Casein Test is
the result of centrifugal force. It is safe to conclude all these results are
within the limits of error, but further experiments and tests will be
needed before definite statements could be made on this point.

With regard to the effect of temperature of milk and temperature
of acid, in one case where the temperature of the milk was 76 degrees
the increase in. the percentage of casein was 2-10 of i per cent. All other
cases were within the limits of error, that is, the tester got 2.2, 2.1, 2.2,
2.4,. 2.1, 2.15, 2.1, and 2.1, the temperature of the acid varying from 70
to 74 degrees, and the temperature of the milk from 64 to 78. With
reasonably careful work, accurate results or results within the '-mit of
error could be got with the Hart Casein Test for milk.

Experimental work was carried on to ascertain the loss from over-
ripe milk durii^g hot weather. As an average of four years' tests it was
found there was a loss of 2.1 pounds of cheese per thousand pounds of

M n
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milk. Mo plainer lesson on the importance of having the milk delivered

in a sweet condition could be shown.

Some very surprising results were obtained from moisture tests of

the rind, first, second and third inches of cheese, when the cheese was

irrc«n, when one month old and over, every week during the npening

oeriod It was found the loss was practically altogether m the nnd

Jnd first quarter of an inch of the cheese. Under good average curing

conditions there is practically no loss after the first quarter inch and none

after the first inch. Tests of a large number of samples from both

Western and Eastern Ontario have shown the moisture content to be

practically the same for cheese one month old as for green cheese.

Asked as to how he would account for loss of weight. Professor

Dean said in some cases this could not be done, ^hil« >n others the loss

could be accounted for through loss of moisture '".tj**
""^Jv^^S^X

judgment was that there were losses other than
""^f

"/«•."*
/x^eis^

theory that in the process of npemng, gases are produced at the expense

of cheese-making material, thus accounting for extra loss.

The effect of temperature during the ripening process was dealt

with Experiments have been conducted for the last ten years and he

S^t all-roSSid results were got by taking the cheese directly from ti^^^

Wios outtine them in ice-cold storage, and ripening them at a tempera

t,2?of 4nfgrer For the season of igix cheese treated in this way

averaged gsT^ints Vhen scored by Mr. Hems. Cheese eft m the

JrdS ripeninrfrom one week, and then transferred to cold storage

aveS 02.S ^ints, and cheese ripened in the ordinary room with a

feSature of 60 to 75 degrees averaged 90.42 pom s. Thus we haveS quamy and less^shrSkage in the cheese put directly m the tem-

• ^""'m7 Hems reported that thirty-three factories pay by test in Western

Ontario aHncrease of five over 1910. There were twen y-one cool

;uS rooms. Ekven factories fed the whey at the factory, six less than

n ofo The temperature of the curing rooms averaged 7^ degrees fo

Se month of Aug!ist, one degree higher than the average for the same

"""""ThSl-seven whey tanks were cleaned every day. thirty-eight every

week twenty nine eve^ry two weeks, and thirty-three every month. An

rncrekinramount of attention is being paid to this work in the wes

After considerable discussion on the cooling of dieese, a committee

on ResltioTswas appointed, which drafted the following resolution

"Whereas in the opinion of this meeting some definite temperature

should be established for milk sent to cheese factories;
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to mix the night's and morning's milk, the night's milk under these con-
ditions should be cooled to a temperature of 60 degrees Fahr. or under,
immediately after milking, and milk so mixed should be delivered at the
factory at a temperature not higher than 75 degrees F. To keep milk
over Sunday for Monday morning delivery, it is recommended that the
milk be cooled immediately after milking, to a temperature of 60 d^rees
or under, and held at this temperature until delivered at the factory."

This resolution carried, and it was decided to have copies printed
to be read at the annual meeting of each factory.

Two experiments in salting were conducted at the College. One
along the line of basing the weight of salt on the weight of milk
versus the weight of curd, gave no difference in the cheese ; in the other
txperiiuent, the use of two pounds of salt per 100 pounds of curd was
compared with 2% pounds. Seventeen experiments were made, and the
milk averaged 3.5 per cent, of fat, and 2.2 per cent, of casein. So far as

results indicate, it would seem advisable to use 2^/4 to 2yo pounds of salt

per 100 pounds of curd, rather than 2 to 2% pounds, a better flavor being
obtained by the heavier salting. The quantity best to use seems to de-

pend on how the work is done, and the condition of the curd in regard
to moisture at the time of salting.

The question of the yield of cheese from milk poor in fat compared
with that from milk rich in fat, and the percentage of fat in cheese made
from rich milk, and that from normal milk, was then discussed. Twenty
experiments were conducted at the College from April the 3rd to the

last of October. Two lots, '' A " and " B," were made. In fat content
" A " lots averaged 35.72, and " B " lots 36.11. The average test of the

m'lk for the season was 3.4 fat, and 2.23 casein for " A," and 3.7 fat and
2.4 casein for " B."

Two cheese exhibited, one from milk testing 3.7 per cent, fat and
2.4 casein, and the other from milk testing 4 per cent, fat and 2.9 casein

weighed 72 pounds and 79.25 pounds ' respectively. The average per-

centage loss in the v/hey from A and B lots made throughout the season

was 1.7 per cent, and 1.9 per cent, respectively.

According to this work there is no great difference in the fat per 100

pounds of cheese, but there is a difference in the size of the cheese made
from the same quantity of milk. It hardly stands to reason that two lots

of milk from which these cheese were made should be paid for at the

same rate per pound. This difference in yield is, no doubt, partly due to

the high percentage of casein.

p
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REPORT OF THE CREAMERY MEETING OF THE WESTERN
ONTARIO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, O. A. C,

DECEMBER i4> 191 <•

The President, Mr. W. W. Waddell, Kerwood, occupied the chair,

and called on Professor Dean, who, after welcoming the butter-makers

to the Collie, briefly referred to the increase in the sale of cream or

various " side lines," such as the manufacture of ice cream. He also

called attention to the necessity of the creamery men keeping on the alert

to prevent the sale of renovated butter, or of oleomargarme, which some

members maintained is being sold as " Glen Crown Creamery."

Composite Samples.

The work of comparative testing from weekly and monthly com-

posite samples was then discussed. Professor Dean believed that, while

the right and best way is to test each and every delivery of cream, yet

monthly composite samples give for all practical purposes a fair and

accurate result, and show the average quality of cream delivered for the

month. Experimental work with three patrons throughout the whole

season showed a difference of less than i per cent, between fat deter-

mined by the daily test, and fat determined according to the composite

dIm tested monthly. ^ .. •

Where composite samples were left exposed to the air, evaporation

apparently took place, and it was found that the average of fat was 2.6

per cent higher where the bottle was left open in a warm room, than in

the test made in the usual way. Composite samples should be kept in a

cool place, and in closed bottles, if accurate results are 10 be arrived at by

Some work was done in keeping cream in crocks. There was little

difference in the temperature or acidity of the cream, whc;her kept in a

well-elazed crock, or in one chipped or cracked, but the cream in tlic

latter in every case had a bad aroma in from 44 to 52 hours after placing

the cream in the crock. This is doubtless one reason for many patrons

cream being off in flavour.

Pasteurizing of Cream.

Fiv/l.««sor Dean also called attention to experiments made by the

Guelph O^mcry Company in th-- past-tirization of cream^ which had

been carried* out at a cost of about three cents per hundred pounds of

btttter, all the cry>Ung having been done with water. The cost of pumping

w?* included in tt>t<.

ill
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LtM.Onui. Lb».0»l. Power K.W.H. Water, gal. Lbs. Butter. Cost.

2456 78 4.26 1680 876 Coal 14.7
Water 16.9
Power 4.8

.041ct8.perlb. of butter.
38.4c.

4600 125 4.6 224U 1601 Coal 26
Water 22.4
Power 6.2

.032 cts. per lb . of butter.
62.6

3400 85 3.2 1110 1210 Coal 17
Water 11.1
Power 3.6

.026 cts. per lb . of butter.
31.7

1749 58 4.3 502 670 Coal 11.7
Water 5.

Power 4.7

« .032 cts. per lb . of butter.
21.4

The cost of pasteurizing here has reference to only the mechanical
part of the work; just the water, coal, and the power used in pasteur-

izing the cream. The cream came in at temperatures ranging from 6o
to 72 degrees.

Live steam was used for heating and the condensed steam allowed

to escape. Electric power costing i^^ cents per kilowatt hour was used.

Coal cost $4. JO a ton and water .10 cents per 1000 gals. The cream was
cooled in each case to the temperature at which it arrived at the

Creamery. The water was ten cents per thousand gallons as it reads on
the meter. City water was supplied from the city main and the cream
pasteurized at 170 degrees. The labor problem was omitted altogether.

In the last experiment the water was pumped, using an exhaust pimip,

and the cost was about the same.

Where two cooling vats were used better and quicker work was done
than ./here only one was employed.

Mr. Rickwood discussed "The Results obtained from collecting

cream in ordinary milk cans and in jacketed cans on temperature and
acidity of cream delivered."
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During June, July and August the cream haulers took a jacketed

can and an ordinary can on the same waggon. They divided the patrons'

supply of cream after it was weighed, putting half in each can and

cared for each as on an ordinary trip. When the cream came to the

factory, the temperature of the cream, the amount of fat, the weight and

the acid were taken. The temperature in July was 74 d^ees
in the ordinary can and 69 degrees in the jadceted can. There

was very little difference in the acidity. On July Sth, which was very

hot, the temperature in the ordinary can was 77 degrees, in the jacketed

73 degrees. On August loth the ordinary can was 79 degrees and the

jacketed can 74 degrees, and on August 17th they were 74 and 71 degrees

respectively. There was a difference of three to four degrees in nearly

every case between the jacketed and the ordinary can. Some of this

cream came twelve miles in an open wagon. Mr. Rickwood's experi-

ments were carried out with ordinary thirty-gallon and ordinary jacketed

cans.

Mr. Forrester aflirmed that the cream that was brought in on a

closed wagon and well covered would be from five to seven degrees

cooler than where it came in exposed to the sun on a long haul of ten tr)

twelve miles. This work was done with eight-gallon cans.

Mr. Herns, after reviewing the growth of the creamery business,

and the work of the past season, dealt with the question of moisture,

salt, chums, and pasteurizing. Buyers say there is a lack of uniformity

of salt in some Western Ontario butter, while Quebec butter does not

show thi!« Mr. McMillan thought that much of the lack of uniformity

resulted i^.')'^ not estimating the amount of butter in the chum at differ-

ent times., i'his could be done by weighing and testing the cream, ami

weighing the salt. In reply to an enquiry by Mr. Herns on the salt test.

Mr. Rickwood replied that by allowing a chuming to drain some time

before salting, a different result was secured than when it was woiked

immediately after salting. Having the salt wet or dry also varied result-,

as builer retains more wet salt than dry.

Mr. George A. Putnam, Director of Dairy Instmction, was next

called on, and thanked the dairymen, cheese-factory men, and creaniei

;

men for their hearty co-operation in dairy instruction work. He stated

that the attitude of the producer, the manager, the owner, and the maker

had changed greatly in the last few years. This has been largely due tn

co-operation, and having first-class men in the extension work. Mr.

Putnaui believed the most important feature of all is to get the raw

material to the creamery in proper condition, and hoped to see more atten-

tion paid in the not too distant future to the special instmction of patrons

in this particular.

Mr. Lund took up the question of using powdered milk as .1

" starter," where the t'egukr skim milk could not be obtained. It con-

tains only two per cent, of moisture, so that bacteria have very little

chance to increase in it. In mixing it, one should aim to have the same
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percentage of solid in the mixed liquid as in the skim milk, so that one
part of powder to ten parts of water makes it about right. Twelve
churnings were made, part with regular skim milk starter, and part with

powdered milk starter. These all scored practically the same, and there

seems no danger of getting a bad flavor with the powder.
Mr. Barr devoted three months during the summer of 191 1 in con-

ducting experiments on the pasteurization of cream and the use of pure

cultures, the object of the work being to obtain some definite information

on pasteurizing and using a culture in all kinds of cream. The work was
conducted at the Renfrew Creamery, Renfrew, Ont., the cream being

selected from the regular supply. This cream was put in one of the

creamery cream vats and divided into different lots, each lot being

treated differently.

The following tables will show the result of the average score on the

flavor of the butter from a number of these experiments

:

Average Score on the Flavor of the Butter from the Same Cream
Sweet, and After Standing 24 Hours at a Temperature op
FROM 51 TO 62 Degrees.

Condition
of

Cream.

Average Score for Flavor—Possible 46.

Ayerage
Acidity in

Cream.
Raw Creaui

without
Starter.

Raw Creaui
with

8t4irter.

Past. Cream
without
Starter.

;Past. Cream
!

with

i

Start«r.

40.7!t

40.64
41. 5H

41.05
41.87
41.75

41.tt2

41.79

These experiments show that when the cream is delivered to the

creamery fairly sweet and clean in flavor, there is not a very great differ-

ence in the flavor of the butter from raw cream with starter and the two
lots pasteurized. These three lots, however, scored considerably higher

than the lots from raw cream without starter. There is little difference

between the lots from sweet cream and those from sour cream, or the

same cream kept 24 hours longer.

Total score sweet cream lots 41-54

Total score sour cream lots 4^-30

Average Score on thi: Flavor of the Butter from Cream Delivered
AT THE Creamery in a Sour and Slightly Tainted Condition.

Average Score or Flavor—Possible 45.

Average Acidity

in Cream

when received.

.54^

Raw Cream
without
Starter.

Raw Cream
with

SUrter.

Past. Cream
without
Starter.

38.75 36.47 40.73

Past. Cream
with

Starter.

41.10 ... .



This table shows plainly that adding starter to raw sour cream did
not improve the flavor, also that pasteurization improved the flavor a
good deal.

The loss in pasteurizing all kinds of cream showed a little over three-
quarters of one per cent. The higher the acidity the greater the less.

Mr. Barr was of the opinion, however, that it would pay creamery
men to pasteurize, as the improvement in quality would more than pay for
the loss and '•xtra cost of pasteurizing. From the results of the experi-
ments conducted, he considered that it was doubtful if it would pay to
use a pure culture in pasteurized cream. He favored heating the cream
to ISO degrees and holding it at that temperature for about 20 minutes.

EXTRACTS FROM A SPEECH BY MR. G. G. PUBLOW. CHIEF
2^,1^1 INSTRUCTOR FOR EASTERN ONTARIO. BEFORF.
THE EASTERN DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, IN JANU-
ARY, 191a.

^

Note.—Mr. Pubbw visited Great Britain last summer (191 1) in the
mterests of the dairymen of this Province, and there gained a great deal
of valuable information regarding Canadian cheese in the British mar-
kets which should be invaluable to both makers and patrons of our fac-
tories. The following are a few of the outstanding points

:

" In order to obtain as full information as possible I interviewed n
large number of merchants dealing in Canadian produce in the principal
cities of Great Britain, and succeeded in obta-ning much that should be of
assistance to us in the preparing of goods to suit the English consumer.
It seemed to be the general opinion amongst all those men that what wc
consider our best Canadian cheese are suitable for any of their market?
and compare very favorably with their home-made cheese and those from
other countries. They also stated that they had noticed a general im-
provement in our cheese from year to year. In comparing our average
cheese with the average English and Scotch makes, it was evident, how-
ever, that they excelled us somewhat in flavor and texture, and the prin-
cipal reason for this is the superior condition of the n'ilk supply, the sani-
tary conditions at their dairies being much ahead of curs. I was mucli
surprised to find the demand in England very strong for a mild-flavored
cheese, for I had been given to understand that the English people were
jovers of cheese with a well-developed, or even sharp flavor. But I wa?
informed that the English demand for milder cheese was growing by
leaps and bounds, the quality that was in greatest demand, and at best
prices, being those of mild flavor, close, smooth cutting, with a meaty
texture. This fact should at once cause us to realize the need of better
,<a«jal the milk at the farms, as it is only possible to make such cheese
from clean sweet milk. An enormous market exists in Great Britain, but
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at the same time we slould not forget that there will ahvays l>^compett-

tlon of a formidable character, which will require our best efforts to meet.
" Amongst the more common complaints was that of broken boxes,

and it was quite evident that the trouiWe is larfi^ely due to the boxes them-

selves, many of them not being p'ciierly built. Every care possible ii

exercised in handling «he boxes by the transportation companies, who are

obliged to cooper or replace breakages for which they or their employees

are diretftly responsible. The covers fall off, the heads and liottoms fall

to pieces ; many boxes are too large for the cheese and others are not high

enough in the band, all of which tend to give the shipments an unsightly

appearance.

" As a rule our cheese are stored in the transportation companies'

warehouses and samples only are taken to the importers' salesrooms,

where sales are made according to samples, and delivery is given to the

retail men by the transportation company. Of all the places visited, I

foimd the best facilities for storing cheese at the Commercial Surrey

Docks, London. The facilities there are all that could be desired. There
appeared to be a larger percentage of broken boxes at Bristol than at any
other place, this being accounted for by the extra handling the cheese

received as a result of having to be reshipped by train, and consequently

more complaints regarding the frailty of our cheese boxes were made to

mt at that place."

" Practically all merchants complain of the losses in weights, which
vary from one to three pounds on a box. This bears out arguments of

past years against the shipping of our cheese in such a green, uncured
condition. I found some lots running from three-quarters of a pound to

two pounds a box short I also saw a few cheese weighed singly which
fell short from three to five pounds a box. This, of course, was not a

natural shrinkage. Evidently they had been improperly weighed at the

factories. Not much complaint is made if they do not go over one pound
short, in fact I was told that they rather expected it. and considered it a
natural shrinkage, but when they fell short two and three pounds, and
sometimes more, then there was trouble for someone, as frequently the

margin of profit looked for was offset. The lots from the Eastern Sec-

tion that were running short were generally found to be from factories

that were following the practice of shipping to the hoops. Our competi-
tors ^re much wiser in this respect, and very few Scotch or English
cheese are placed on the counter before they are two months old, while

cheese from New Zealand seldom reach their destination much under
three months. The loss of weight is inseparably connected with their

next common complaint, which is that of leanness of quality. This year
this defect was more pronounced than usual, as, owing to the great short-

age of cheese in Great Britain, the cheese went to the consumer almost
immediately after their arrival from Canada. This is a defect easily

remedied, and means that we simply must discontinue the practice of
shipping our cheese at such an early date.
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" The greatest general complaint on quality is to the effect that our
chfese are not smooth enough in texture, not spreading easily, especially

our summer or hot weather cheese. We cannot remedy this condition by
leaving more moisture in the curd, without having a pure milk supply.
Much of the dry texture is due to over-salting and high-curing tempera-
tures. It is along these lines that other cheese excel ours, but with proper
facilities for cooling the milk and cool-curing rooms for the cheese, there
is no reason why they should.

"Frequent complaints are made against the size of many of our
cheese, many being too heavy for the general trade. Many of the retail

stores are in charge of women or girls, and cheese weighing over 80 lbs.

are hard for them to handle, and the smaller cheese, ranging from 75 to

80 lbs., enjoys the greatest popularity on this account. Occasionally
shipments of 100 lbs. cheese are wanted for window show purposes, but
these are not frequent. In many of our sections the size of cheese has
increased owing to the increased cost of boxes, but the practice does not
meet with favor in England, and we should bear in mind that if we are
to cater to this market, we must give them the goods which the people
desire."

" I found that practically every man who was getting our best types
of cheese said that they were practically as good cheese as they required,

and I came to the conclusion that all we had to do was to imitate our best

conditions. If we can get all our conditions as good as our best, we need
not ue afraid of any competition. It is up to us to improve our average
conditions. We must have better sanitary conditions under which the

milk is produced, and it must be delivered at the factory at a lower tem-
perature, and we must keep the cheese for a longer period. It is not ad-

visable for us to increase the moisture in our Canadian cheese. They
want a close cheese, and they want them smooth and meaty. They want
a cheese that will spread easily, but it would not be safe for us to increase

the water content in these cheese unless we get sanitary milk and better

conditions in which to ripen them. That is the one way in which our

people would get more money."
" Cheese from one factory that were sent to the Old Country on a

special order, when they were held for some time, were found to be

rank in flavor, and samples were returned to this country. They were the

foulest smelling cheese I ever saw, and I think it could be traced largely

to the water. What we are concerned about is the manner in which the

cheese go to the consumer. When they are shipped earlier many of the

taints are not noticed. I wish I had had some of the makers with me.

because if they had seen some of our cheese in the Old Country they

would practise different methods.
" Wherever there is the least suspicion of the water being wrong,

the wash water should not go into the whey tanks. Arrange, if possible.

to drain the wash water from the tank. If, however, the wash water

goes into the whey tank and is thoroughly pasteurized, there is no danger

of any taint going back into the cans."
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The sounder th- milk is the more moisture you can leave in the
cheese with safety, but the more moisture you leave in them the more
necessary it is to have a lower temperature to cure them. The reason
our cheese show that leanness is largely due to heavy salting, and high
acidity at time of dipping."

Asked what acid lest was used, Mr. Publow said :
" They test by the

iron, but nearly every factory has the acidimeter test. Cultures are used
and all the work done thoroughly."

" Cheese are sold according to quality, and very little according to
the country it comes from. For instance, a shop keeper is going to retail
ten cheese a day (many of them sold more than that). The first thing in
the morning, the cheese are taken out of the boxes and stripped of their
bandages, cut up, labelled, and placed on the counter. Those of mild,
clean flavor, and close smooth body and texture, being labelled finest
Cheddar, best Cheddar, and so on, and the best price asked (it may be
eight pence per pound). Those that are slightly open or coarse in tex-
ture, or acid in flavor, may be sold for sevenpence, or may be marked
down to sixpence. Before I came away I saw them selling from seven-
pence to tenpence, according to quality. I saw cheese from the same
factory, graded, and a difference of six cents being asked for them on the
counter. If such a thing as that would take place in this country there
would be very little need for men to go around trying to persuade cheese-
makers and farmers to do what is in their best interests. This grading is

largely done by the retail man, and it appeared to me as though that was
where he made his money. Supposing I bought 500 finest Brockvilles or
finest Bellevilles or finest Peterboros, and when I came to cut these cheese
up I found that they were not up to the standard, I would likely return
them to the importer, or ask him to make good. If I had bought them
as slightly under finest, I would expect to find a percentage of fine cheese,
and the larger the percentage of fine cheese in the lot, the more money I
would make, and, as a result of the large percentage of fine cheese from
many factories, certain brands were in splendid demand."

" I found that not only were our cheese being sold in the large cities

and towns, but they were sold in the country villages as well. When I
visited the Cheddar Valley (the home of English Cheddar cheese), I

found cheese from th's Ingersoll section being retailed there, and it was
giving good satisfaction. The best cheese (of English make) I saw wiG
at this place. I was /ery much surprised, to find that there was only a
small quantity of cheese made in the Cheddar Valley. When speaking
to some of the farmers of this place, they said that they had turned
their attention to the city milk supply, as owing to the increased demand
for milk and cream, the price realized per gallon was greater than if it

had been made into cheese, and there was a saving in labor as well, and
that they were not likely to go back to the manufacture of cheese."

" I also had the privilege of visiting several of the farms and dairies
in Scotland, and had the opportunity of seeing the conditions under which

1
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the milk was being produced and manufactured, and there is no doubt

but what the English and Scotch makers have a great advantage over our

Canadian makers, as they, nearly all, have full control of the milk supply.

As a rule Ae cheese-maker pays the farmer a cheese rental for the cows,

the farmer furnishes the feed, and the cheese-maker takes full charge of

the herd for a year; the milking and caring for it is under his super-

vision. The milk is not allowed to remain in the stable for any length of

time after it is drawn, but is taken direct to the dairy, where it is strained

and cooled. There was every evidence that they realized the importance

of cleanliness in connection with their work. I found the stables very

clean, some of them being scrubbed twice a day. The cows were brushed

and tht udders washed before milking. As a rule the milking was done

by women, and" in some cases I saw them washing their hands after

milking a cow, before milking another, and this appeared to be their

r^ular custom, as they had been given no previous notice of my visit. I

was anxious to see their every-day conditions, for when comparing their

make of cheese with ours, I was somewhat at a loss to know why it was

that they could retain so much moisture, and have the flavor remain

sound. If there is one thing more than another that will impress you,

when visiting those dairies, it is the thoroughness with which the makers

do their work. They do well, what they know. When discussing with

them their method of making, they laid special stress on having the milk

work slow. They did not want it to work faster than three to three and

a half hours. The curds are cut rather coarse (the curd knives used are

similar to our old style Vs-inch mesh), they heat slowly, and pay special

attention to the raking and firming of the curds in the whey. They

appear to aim at uniformity in size and neatness in finish, in fact, all of

them were as well finished as the best at this show to-day, which is saying

a good deal. They press for three days. They are taken out of the hoops

every morning and turned, and special care is taken to insure good rinds.

This would appear to be very essential, as their cheese are taken to

market without boxes. The output of each dairy is placed separately on

the floor of the warehouse and sold in block, and being neatly finished,

and even in size, they look very attractive. Many of the dairies (owing

to their good reputation) were bringing from two to four shillings a

hundred weight more than the regular market price. I would advise

factorymen here who are making a superior quality to brand the cheese

with the name of the factory and the district in which it is made, for the

time is not far distant when you will be rewarded for your pains."

" As to the future outlook for our cheese on the English market I

would say that if we study the tastes of the people, and give them what

they think most of, it appears to me as though the market would be

almost unlimited. The thing for us to do is to continue our work of

education for a clean, cool milk supply, and have the curing-rooms of our

factories so improved that the temperature can be controlled close to 60

degrees, and keep the cheese until they are sufficiently ripe to give a good

account of themselves, thus we will be doing the proper thing."




